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Periods of
Economic Transition:

A
Generation's
Identity Crisis
Lawrence Brewster

T

HERE have been two periods in this country's history during

which major economic change occurred: the industrial (1850s) and
post-industrial (1960s) eras. During these same periods, an entire
generation of young experienced an identity crisis which gave birth to
social and political movements: the transcendentalists of the 1850s and the
"hippies" of the 1960s. Every generation has its groups which are outside
the mainstream. And there have always been inter-generational differences
(a fact that is both inevitable and healthy). What was unusual was the
intensity and magnitude of alienation expressed during the 1850s and
1960s. An appraisal of the changed patterns of learning among the young
during these periods of economic transition will show considerable discontinuity in the socialization process. It was this discontinuity in learned
values which caused the young to reject the basic values of their parents
and search for their own identity through the social and political movements of their day.
ALIENATION
Alienation is an over-used, ill-defined, catch-all term that describes a
variety of syndromes from those of withdrawal and isolation to hostility
and violence. Essentially, it is a short-hand method of explaining the
inability of individuals and/or groups to feel integrated into some system or
other, ranging from infra-psychic integration to societal adaptation. The
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focus on alienation in political science has dealt with the lack of access and
systematic exclusion of groups from bargaining strength and allocation of
resources to general feelings of powerlessness within a political system. In
sociology, interpretations have focused on deviant social behavior caused by
the inability of an individual or group to attain social goals within the
structure of the socio-economic system. In existentialism, alienation is
simply a part of life experience. Within the loose alliance of "third force"
psychology, alienation refers to modern life's depersonalization and transiency which contributes to general anxiety, normlessness, and personal
identity crises.
Actually, there are two distinct traditions upon which the concept is
founded. In Marxism, alienation is an economic phenomenon; man is
alienated from both the process and product of his work in industrial
society. His powerlessness in the economic substructure of society is perpetuated within the social and political institutions. Alienation, arising from
the mode of production and distribution of resources, is at the root of
basic societal cleavages and conflict.
The other tradition derives from late nineteenth century non-Marxist
theorists, most particularly from the writings of Emile Durkheim: alienation is a state of anomie and structural disintegration of the social fabric.
The traditional agencies of personal integration (family, church, community) are seen as faltering in their capacity to transmit consensual values
and norms which historically anchored individual identity and "place" in
the social fabric. Alienation is a social-psychological rather than economic
phenomenon; it is mass-based rather than class-based and is caused by the
disintegrative fall-out from industrialization and modernization.
Interestingly, the Marxist tradition, modified to the American classless
economic myth, has held sway in empirical social science in this country.
The classic and most elegant example of this type of theorizing is exemplified in Robert K. Merton's discussion of anomie.! He holds that feelings
of normlessness and alienation are economic-based but not necessarily
class-based. That is, anomie is the result of an individual's inability, for one
reason or other, to fulfill his economic desires and expectations through
the prevailing avenues within the social structure. Since the prime value and
goal in American society is the "economic success theme," anomie is
essentially the failure to achieve one's status aspirations. Merton delineates
several models of adjustment that individuals make in their efforts to reach
the goals propagated within the culture. He states that
it is, indeed, my central hypothesis that aberrant behavior may be
regarded sociologically as a symptom of dissociation between culturally prescribed aspirations and socially structured avenues for realizing these aspirations.2
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As examples of aberrant behavior, he discusses crime and delinquency
which represent short-cuts to the American value of economic success.
These forms of behavior may not always be rational in terms of means to
ends, but may erupt as expressive, non-utilitarian manifestations of frustrated desires.
While Merton's thesis has long struck me as a most persuasive example
of middle-range theorizing, the central causes of anomie and aberrant
behavior are essentially economic. From my vantage point in time and
place, from my research and observations among young middle-class people,
and based on my reading of the transcendentalists in the 1850s, Merton's
analysis has marginal explanatory or operational value. For example, within
his theoretical context we would have to evaluate both the middle-class
"rip-off' theft and the conventional lower-class robbery as responses to
blocked fulfillment of economic aspirations. Or, we would be constrained
to analyze the young suburban dope-user as well as the ghetto junkie as
examples of frustrated responses to socially inhibited economic aims. It is
my contention that aberrant social and political behavior among the
middle-class young in the 1850s and 1960s cannot be comfortably explained within the theoretical net that Merton has cast.

THE 1850s
According to Merton's thesis, the economic imperative at base gives
form and direction to an individual's sense of meaning and value, selfesteem, identity, and status. That thesis only holds, however, in a climate
of scarcity and deprivation. Do the 1850s and 1960s represent periods of
scarcity and deprivation - especially for the middle class involved in the
transcendental and "hip" movements? I think not. And, if not, then what
are we able to say about the growth and socialization of the young during
these periods which might account for their rejection of societally"" defined
values.
The firm ground of the nineteenth century belief in the United States
remained the doctrine of progress.3 This was a natural outcome from the
attitude Europeans began to hold early in the eighteenth century and the
Age of Enlightenment, an attitude which welcomed and expected material
improvements, faster travel, bigger cities, better plumbing, a more varied
and more abundant diet. Moreover, these were not just improvements for
the privileged few; they were improvements everyone, even the humblest,
could hope some day to share.
Certainly for the unreflective, the material improvements - the result of
scientific and technological advancement - spoke for the idea of progress.
Beyond this, one begins seeing the historic association of scientific and
technological development with the idea of progress in the moral, political,
and cultural sense, i.e., in a moral and metaphysical way men hoped to
become better, happier, more nearly what the ideals of the best of the
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cultures have aimed at. In support of this "evolutionary doctrine" were
various forms of materialism, positivism, pragmatism, and other deliberately
toughminded philosophies. Indeed, the English thinker Herbert Spencer
attempted a kind of summa of nineteenth century evolutionary, scientific
materialism, and was for several generations a kind of culture hero for
"advanced" people generally.
Important, however, is the sub-theme of egalitarianism which pervades
American thought at the same time. The eighteenth century witnessed a
debate involving the. issue of environment vs. heredity as the true source of
evil in man. The Enlightenment and heir of the Enlightenment pushed the
emphasis over onto the side of environment: if man can only work out the
proper "arrangements" - laws, institutions, above all education - human
beings will get along together in something pretty close to the "good
life."4 Consequently, Americans stressed the importance of providing equal
opportunity in order to facilitate the growth potential of every man. Still,
the typical man of the mid-eighteenth century believed that in a choice
between liberty and equality, democracy should lean toward liberty.
Along with the belief in progress was the emphasis on individualism man apart from the economic restrictions of government and politicians which in many respects conflicted with the concern for egalitarianism. This
was not to suggest that the individual was left to act entirely on his own.
Rather,
at least in the middle and the upper classes, the individual is held to
a very strict code of conduct, and above all is trained to conform, to
accept discipline, to the willing merging of himself in a group. This
conditioning is achieved by a subtle social training, of course to be
found in some form or another in all societies. In Victorian society,
economic life was supposed to be a scramble. Social life, however,
was supposed to be orderly. The emphasis on liberty is balanced by
the emphasis on authority .s
For the average person of the middle and upper classes, then, the wild
scramble, the Darwinian struggle for life to which his economic beliefs
invited him was balanced by the orderly world of decency and decorum
that his education and family background prepared for him.
There was at the same time in the late 18th and 19th centuries a
Victorian belief in liberty, but the kind of liberty that means competition
- a belief in equality, but the kind of equality of opportunity that gives all
men an equal start in the race, not the kind that would have no race, or at
least, no prizes for the winners. Coupled with this was the unusually great
variations in "standards of taste," i.e., "at no other stage in human history
has man built in the bewildering variety he has built in since 1800. In no
other culture have cities looked like an architectural hash."G It is probably
true that in the 19th century there developed along with this very great
10

variety of tastes, a widespread feeling among cultivated people that there
were increasingly being surrounded with ugly things. 7
The intellectuals of the day were already concerned with the undue
emphasis on materialism. Generally speaking, the more creative and intellectually productive people, notably the writers, had rejected most of the
way of life of the middle-classes, had rejected the values current among
that class.
In the early decades of the nineteenth century, a new society thus was
emerging in America out of the colonial, agricultural past. Rivers were
being dammed, factory towns were springing up, farm families were being
disrupted as sons and daughters sought the excitement and wages of
factory work which accompanied the disintegration of rigid class boundaries. If men's lives are determined chiefly by habits formed in daily
activities, then one must be made aware that more and more men spent
their days in factories and mines, and on canals and railroads tending
machines, locomotives, and steamboats, mining minerals and raw materials.
And increasingly they spent their profits and wages on goods announced for
sale in newspapers and in store fronts.
This was, in part, the result of an increasingly complex business world in
the early decades of the nineteenth century which complicated American
society at the same time. The distinctions between seaboard and the farm,
agriculture and commerce, did not disappear from American society in the
early 1800s; but they were complicated by new elements. Conflicts engendered by the new manufacturing interest sharpened the differences
between city and country, producer and seller, employer and employee.
Subtle class cleavages were caused by new ramifications in American business.
The year 1837 was one of panic in the United States, 1857 was another.
Between were two decades that, whatever their periodic ups an~ downs,
produced more wealth, more waste, more hope, and more disillusion than
any previous twenty years in the country's history. During this period, the
United States reached the Pacific, railroads crossed the Mississippi, money
crops more than doubled while manufacturers realized ever greater profits.
In America of the 1840s and 1850s, all the conditions necessary for
growth and increased wealth were present, contributing to the greatest
prosperity in the nation's history up to that time, as well as the lowest
degradation of American labor. While many shut their eyes, pretending to
see only the progress being realized, forgetting that it had roots in factory
towns and slums, others experienced or fought for the eradication of these
inhuman conditions. The conditions which enabled the entrepreneurs to
satisfy their greed and hunger for wealth carried the seeds of destruction as
well.
Historians have reached several conclusions about the demands made on
the individual by society in this period and the kind of man who was best
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suited to meet them. In his study of the effects of economic abundance on
the American character, David Potter wrote,
Historically, as new lands, new forms of wealth, new opportunities,
came into play, clamoring to be seized upon, America developed
something of a compulsion to make use of them. The man best
qualified for this role was the completely mobile man, moving freely
from one locality to the next, from one economic position to
another, or from one social level to levels above .... In a country
where the entire environment was to be transformed with the least
possible delay ... mobility became not merely an optional privilege
but almost a mandatory obligation, and the man who failed to meet
this obligation had, to a certain extent, defaulted in his duty to
society .a
To Potter's "completely mobile man" we may add the Adamic figure of
self-containment described by R.W .B. Lewis as "an individual emancipated
from history, happily bereft of ancestory, untroubled and undefiled by the
usual inheritance of family and race."
Among the first to be affected by the impersonalized, material-oriented,
slum producing conditions of the Jacksonian Era were the young. Particularly the more sensitive minds of the younger generation - the imaginative,
the impressionable, the perceptive, those who came largly from the middle
and upper classes, those who had experienced the "good life" and found it
lacking - were thoroughly disaffected. The shape of the world had ceased
to please them. The aristocrats of trade were essentially vulgar; the "rational" Unitarians were materialistic. The young people were radicals and
mystics. They had no interest in size, numbers, and dollars. They had
begun to explore the inner life, the depths of thought and sentiment.
Those who were socially minded allied themselves with the various cults
and movements that were breaking out all over the country: the temperance and on-resistance societies, the vegetarians, the no-money movement, the Abolition movement, which was rapidly rising, the Socialist
movement. These movements were a part of that remarkable American
social phenomenon which erupted in the 1830s, "freedom's ferment," the
effervescence of kindred humanitarian reform movements - prison reform;
education for the blind, deaf, dumb; world peace; penny postage; women's
rights; and a score of lesser and more eccentric drives.9
In addition to the young who were preoccupied with social reform,
there were the poetic, the "idealists" who regarded the world as a cold,
unfeeling civilization bred by commercial interests and isolation, compromise and provincial good taste. "They did not care a button for common
sense. They were bored by the ideal of the marble statue as a pattern of
social behavior. They did not wish to 'get', they wished to 'have'. They did
not wish to 'do', they wished to 'be'."IO
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Intellectual pursuits, the study of and appreciation for the aesthetic, the
reading and writing of poetry and books was a way of life for the
non-active young rebels. The emphasis was on education, in or out of
institutions; learning was viewed as a means to understand the self and the
wonders of nature. Here was a "newness" for the New England fathers.
They had only known and accepted without a murmur the yoke of the
farm and the counting-house and gladly sought the pulpit and political
office. All of them had been stable and well socialized. This "new"
generation, however, was as distinct from their predecessors as the Italian
immigrants were from the Americans. The young had a mania for the
"natural," as well as for an education, not with an eye to the practical
benefits which might accrue, but for the sake of knowledge itself. Several
of the writers in the early 1800s, Alexis de Tocqueville foremost among
them, suggested that the rebelliousness of the young did, in part, develop
out of the fragmentation of the family unit - the result of the father
having his central social concerns outside the domestic context. But more
important even than the father's absence was the general lack of discipline
in the home. De Tocqueville wrote in Democracy in America that the
family, "in the Roman and Aristocratic signification of the word," does
not exist. Only a few vestiges remain in the first years of childhood, when
the father is able to exercise, without opposition, the absolute domestic
authority required while the child is too weak to rule in his own accord.
But as soon as the child approaches manhood, the ties of parental control
are relaxed day by day. De Tocqueville suggests that in America, there is,
strictly speaking, no adolescence - at the close of boyhood the man
appears, and begins to trace out his own path.
It was the weakening of parental authority which led mid-century
writers to complain that American children "have their own way" and to
describe them as "tumbling and dragging about books and cushions and
chairs and climbing up and down just as they please."ll Adam Gurowski
complained of "the prodigality, the assumption, self-assertion, and conceit"
of the American child.l2

THE 1960s

What are we able to conclude about the expressed "identity crisis" of
the young during the 1960s? It is my view that the core of what has been
called the "generation gap" is, in fact, the abyss between children and
parents caused by their radically different experiences of the economic
imperative. The elder generation was socialized through the climate of
scarcity during the Depression and the material deprivation of World War
II. Their aspirations and values were molded the shape of the American
economic success theme that Merton has articulated. In the post-War era,
however, the American frontier was re-opened, promoted, and subsidized
13

by the government through home loans, education, technological expansion
- the contemporary equivalent to earlier government land giveaways to
promote agrarianism and commerce. Everything grew and expanded; anyone who did not succeed in the post-War era was either stupid, lazy, or
black. It has been the children of these post-War pioneers, spawned right
and left, who are the beneficiaries of the hard work and opportunism of
the post-War times. They have learned affluence frrst-hand, scarcity by
reputation. They accept all the objects and conveniences of the middle-class
life-style as both givens and necessities, as a part of their living reality.
The parental generation is still ill at ease in handling the fruits of their
labors - the products, the freedom, and the mobility which affluence
affords. They never learned how. Their children fmd the inability of their
elders to enjoy the bounties of their efforts without excuses or rationalizations rather quaint; they fmd the basic fiscal insecurity and conservatism of
their parents unrealistic and they consider admonitions to work hard,
compete vigorously, defer pleasure, and otherwise knock oneself out to get
ahead as absurd. Values and norms of the parents, forged during their own
early years, are irrelevant to their own children. The successful conquest of
the economic success goal by parents has denied their children the necessity to solve that particular problem. Unfortunately, since the economic
success goal has been the single theme of American civilization, its attainment by so many in such a short time is a radical fact, slow to be
assimilated. The effect of the new affluence on adults was well-documented
and discussed over a decade ago. The effects of affluence on the children
of the new middle-class have yet to be sorted out. The questions that must
be addressed include what values an affluent generation learns, how those
values affect the nature of their aspirations and goals, and how they affect
behavior.

CONVENIENCE AS A VALUE
There has been a great deal of nonsense written about the generation as
the avant garde of a new consciousness. While they are the bearers of a
new non-economic concept of reality, it is gilding the lily to promote them
as transcending or rejecting the life of materialism and acquisition. While
the goal of economic success is irrelevant as a motivating aspiration to the
young, that does not imply that the accoutrement of the good life is
expendable. This is a quite sensible posture. Why should an affluent young
person expend great energy and self-denial to achieve a level of comfort
and convenience he already possesses and has always known? Affluence
may render economic motivation unimportant, but it does not perforce
cause dedication to transcendent aspirations and values.
Patterns of cultural values may or may not be congruent with socially
designated goals. Traditionally, they dove-tailed neatly, for scarcity dictated
situationally learned values, and overcoming scarcity was a common cul14

tural aspiration. The young today face a cultural climate in which economic success and status are still exalted, but they have been socialized in
such a way as to negate the relevance of those aspirations. They have,
indeed, learned values which fit their affluent childhoods. They have
learned the values of convenience, immediate gratification, selfcenteredness, and non-accommodation to others - the essential values
learned in situo in the middle-class home. Single-family dwellings are
purchased with the intent of accommodating one child to a bedroom in
order that family members might escape the conflicts and inconvenience
involved in living up close to others. So, too, the location of the home is
selected on the basis of convenience of interaction.
Several cars allow
maximum individual mobility and minimize the necessity to share, sacrifice,
and otherwise accommodate to the needs of other family members. Convenience foods allow family members to escape even the necessity of that
traditional time of confrontation and interchange at the dinner table.
The underlying lesson the child learns is that privatism and avoidance
are preferable to interaction which carries the possibility of conflict. He
learns that he has the right to his personal domain and all that rests within
it; he need not learn to share living space or goods. He need not accommodate the feelings, sensibilities, demands, or expectations of another sibling
sharing the same terrain. He does not learn situationally the value or
function of authority which was traditionally exercised by parents in
appellate jurisdiction in settling the conflicts between siblings. Consequently, justice is an abstract idea of right and wrong in the absence of its
regular dispensation. For any child who has grown up in close proximity
and conflict with another sibling knows that justice has little to do with
"right"; justice is parental authority settling disputes and conflict so that
neither disputant is absolved from responsibility. The object of justice is
harmony and accommodation.
Since they do not need to learn accommodation, children growing up in a
middle-class home environment learn the values of convenience and selfcenteredness, of avoidance and non-accommodation to others. They do not
learn interaction, sharing, conflict-resolution, nor do they experience the
functional necessity for authoritative decision-making by the parents. Nor,
finally, do they learn that the essence of justice is not absolute right but
mutual sacrifice of personal prerogative for the ultimate goal of equity and
harmony. These patterns of learning and personality development are classically typical of the "only child," but affluence has afforded families of
several children the ability to raise each as an only child simultaneously. It
is difficult not to be amused by the statement often uttered by these
children of convenience that one should be free to "do my own thing."
This is hardly a declaration of rebellion but rather an articulation of what
they have always done, as well as a reaffrrmation of that early learning as a
prime value.
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Middle-class, particularly suburban, school environments are similar to
patterns in the home. Class schedules are often "flexible"; students wander
about or sit in cars or lunch areas listening to rock music. The "open
campus" with minimal regimentation, structure, and rules and the maximal latitude for self-expression, personal creativity, and independent study
re-inforce the patterns of convenience, avoidance, and normlessness learned
in the home.
For young people growing up in middle-class, white ghettoes, there is no
such thing as "neighborhood." Peer groups are actually age-cohorts, and
peer encounter takes place within the formal or informal school environments. The older concept of neighborhood strikes up a notion of community, of interaction with children of varying ages and stations in life.
Most suburban middle-class areas are made up of children about the same
age, whose siblings are also cohorts. Unlike traditional neighborhoods, there
is little learning from older, more worldly, kids, nor is there the acceptance
of an authority hierarchy based upon age and skills. Middle class children
pick up cues from age-cohorts, but they need not honor the source, and
cues are not skills or knowledge. The world of the middle class child and
teenager is excruciatingly homogenous in age, in social class, in color, in
patterns of learning. It is convenient, casual, and non-demanding. It is
economically secure, physically secure, and emotionally predictable. It is
also lonely, boring, and aimless.
Ironically, while the learned values are convenience, personal prerogative,
and non-accommodation, the goals which the young articulate are involvement - sharing in community, fmding something or someone worth intimacy. This generation is solving the problem of scarcity as they experienced it: their goals are those of meaningfulness, interaction, and community - directly contrary values to those experienced. However, these are
not prevailing cultural goals, and there are no structured avenues for their
attainment, which leaves the young on their own to search out ways of
fulfilling their felt needs.
The pursuit of "something to get into" has marked the behavior of the
1960s. This seeking for risk, sacrifice, interaction, community, and commitment is a goal superimposed upon learned value patterns of convenience,
self-centeredness, non-accommodation, and security. The effect of this essential conflict plays itself out behaviorally in transient, episodic ways, for it is
an attempt to have contradictory values simultaneously. The young exhibit
the condition of alienation in all of the classic definitions (meaninglessness,
norrnlessness, interpersonal estrangement, psychic isolation), but because it
is so pervasive among the young and because a plethora of affluent
distractions exist, it is a tolerable albeit unfulfilling state. Since the condition is common among the affluent young, they are highly available in
the mass for modes of behavior which promise some temporary relief from
ennui and the potential of attaining the scarce values of risk, interaction,
community.
16

TRANSCENDENTALISM
Although the 1850s and 1960s gave rise to discontinuities in the socialization process for large numbers of middle class young and this "identity crisis"
resulted in mass movements, the nature of the movements (transcendentalism
and hippism) differ in important ways. These differences, in fact, are rooted
in the respective cultural conditions spawned by the industrial and postindustrial revolutions.
In a certain sense the transcendentalists were not a movement, since
considerable disagreement existed among the adherents. In another sense,
however, they had much in common. They shared certain antagonisms, e.g.,
materialism, anti-intellectualism, slavery - and no better bond than a
common enemy has ever been discovered. They shared a characteristic mood
or temper, a common method or philosophic habit of mind. Influenced by
the German philosophies of Kant, Fichte, and Scheeling, the transcendentalists argued for a knowledge about human beings which is accessible to the
human mind and which does not come through the experience of man. This
assertion develops out of the long-standing philosophic distinction between
appearance and reality. Experience can yield only opinion, it can reflect only
phenomena or appearances. Some superior philosophic method is required to
learn about the real nature of things which lies behind experience. For the
transcendentalists this superior method was intuition. The transcendentalists
called for a test of "science by reason." Following from Kant's Critique of
Pure Reason, they argued for the limitations of the scientific method.
Scientific results could never be more than probable, because the understanding is restricted to phenomena, to its own ideas of things, and is forever
shut away from the things-in-themselves, or reality. Transcendentalism was,
to an extent, then, a reaction against the excessive emphasis on science and
rationalism which was characteristic of the Enlightenment. Other themes run
through transcendental thought, such as the faith in progress which appears as
a transcendentalist faith in progress. In the Enlightenment, this faith had been
based upon a belief in the inevitable advance of science. Among the
transcendentalists, faith in progress was founded on the doctrine of selfreliance - the doctrine that an individual who steadfastly and honestly
explored his inmost thoughts would find in them truths of universal import.
Although the transcendentalists no longer held the Newtonian faith that the
order of nature could be understood and used by men, they substituted a
belief in a different type of order, a supernatural order, which they thought
intuition could reveal. With intuition as the method for reaching truth, the
transcendentalists distrusted and resented every human institution which
restricted in any way the free functioning of intuition. Thus they rejected
science, history, and tradition, as well as most formal social and political
institutions. Philosophically, transcendentalism was a form of idealism which
asserted that supernatural attributes are present in the natural constitution of
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mankind, thus allowing for man's spiritual development in terms of indwelling divinity. Tantamount to this belief, of course, is the "reliance on
self."
In short, transcendentalism led to a kind of philosophic anarchism: in
order to understand oneself fully, man must be willing to look within himself
- rejecting the idea that salvation is attained through political bodies or in a
group.
In support of the belief in the divine sufficiency of the individual was the
idea of a world over-soul of which every living thing no matter how small or
insignificant is a mode of expression. Not only were all living things a part of
the whole, but each possessed within itself all the potentialities, all the good,
all the capabilities, and all the knowledge possessed by the over-soul.
Emanating from this concept are the two fundamental precepts of transcendentalism: man is always free and man is moral.14
THE "HIP" MOVEMENT

The drug culture (spawned by the "hip" movement) developed almost
simultaneously with the rise of political activism. Both were the province
of the middle-class young, and both provided a sense of community and
identity to the engagees. Involvement in both paraded under rationalizations of achieving a kind of ideal state, one in t~rms of the political and
socio-economic systems, the other a cleansing of one's psyche. Drug use
promised the altering of perceptions of reality, rather than changing reality
itself.
Clearly, middle-class drug use was more congruent with the values of the
1960s generation than political activism or the "intellectual" pursuits of
the transcendentalists. In their effect, drugs are self-centered, privatistic,
and a convenient mode of sensualism; being "high" justified nonaccommodation, or "doing my own thing." In relation to others, doping
provided a sense of special community; identity was achievable by insignias
of dress, hair, and in-group lingo. The authority risk factor was calculated,
and anyone who got "busted" was either careless or stupid.
Early drug advocates, like early political activists, were dedicated believers in their respective causes; the great numbers of available and bored
young people who came to man these sub-cultures were consumers of the
new identities, roles, and risks which involvement promised. Drug-taking
and the doper identity demanded little of a young person; he got community without personal involvement or commitment. Nor was sustained
energy or long-term interaction expected. In a sense, then, the drug identity was illusory in terms of fulfilling the scarce values and goals he sought,
but it was perfectly suited to his learned value preferences of convenience,
self-concern, immediate gratification, and non-accommodation to the personal needs of others.
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The paucity of literature which came out of the "hip" movement was in
many ways endemic to the anti-intellectual and inarticulate nature of the
adherents.
They are non-producers in any traditional cultural notion; virtually
nothing has been forthcoming in the way of literary style or substance.
What the hip generation fancies in the way of music and art is largely
electronic and mechanistic - a tribute to their common background in
plastic suburban America. Weaned on miracle drugs for physical cure,
the hippies' involvement with hallucinogenic substances is not a far
distance from the current clinical use of drugs to solve psychological
problems.1s
In part the anti-intellectualism grew out of the hippies' attitude that the
prevailing society was so corrupt, so bankrupt of any human values - the
result of intellectually subtle manipulations of technocrats - that to opt
out of any intellectual pursuit was the only honest answer. The hip
generation's constant exposure to the non-printed media, combined with
the inbred attitude that "pills" are the modern day means to solving
problems and discovering one's inner-being, contributed to their abhorance
of the lonely process of reading and thinking.
In contrast, the 1950s predecessors of the hippies, the Bohemians, were
individualistically action-oriented, accepting the philosophical absurdity of
the qu~st, yet operating upon the existential imperative of action in itself
as the only proof of "being." They read, painted, traveled, and explored
the world of rational and sensual experience not as an end, but as a means
to create a unique identity (not unlike transcendentalism). They acted on the
implicit assumption that the human creature exists only in terms of what
he is constantly becoming - a product of the process of change, growth,
and evaluation. In short, identity was ever tenuous, a process of creation, a
lonely act.
The inquiry for existential meaning in the 1960s was a schizoid affair,
veering from social action on great issues to the opposite extreme of total
withdrawal through the aid of mind-manifesting drugs into the darkest and
most intimate recesses of the world within. Social action was on the wane,
withdrawal on the wax. The widespread drug discovery and fascination
epitomized what Sorokin has termed the sensual culture. The drug generation did not view experience as instrumental or rational. It was an end in
itself, instant realization of oneself, for better or worse. Instant recognition
of "self," however, implies a self that is finished, complete in both its
strengths and flaws. Identity is not a process, not a product of experience,
action, and growth. The intensity of the drug experience appears to provide
absolute revelation of who one "is," while the worldly experience of the
seekers of the 1950s were designed to create an ideal self, to actualize a
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desired self through individual initiative and resourcefulness in an openended process we can only refer to as "becoming."
CONCLUDING REMARKS
An important aspect of social change is the notion of generational
differences and the search for identity. While we often speak of "generational gap," the term is descriptive, generally signifying nothing more than
the inability of children and parents to understand one another. And yet
coequals do tend to share a common set of generalized attitudes which can
be set against those of other generations. In periods of relatively slow social
change, generational differences are minor. In fact, the relatively static
society develops means by which to mark off generation from generation,
as for example, the transition from childhood to manhood.
In industrial societies, no clearcut demarcation between generations
exists. So we must look to certain occurrences which upset or have a
profound impact upon social systems in order to develop the notion of
generation. For example, we can readily recall the "war baby" generation,
or the depression mentality. Certain changes in the basic social fabric, then,
appear to mark a generation's outlook and attitudes and set it apart in
outlook from the previous generation. The contrast in the general attitudes
of generations depends upon how far-reaching and basic the social change.
In general, generational differences involve questions relating to the
norms, mores, and customs of a society. Rarely does the gap reflect basic
differences in goals and primary values worthy of pursuit in society. But
this is precisely what occurred in the United States in the 1850s and in the
1960s. When people live in an agrarian society which sees the importance
of the extended family working together in an independent system, the
predominant social value is self-reliance. With the transition to an industrial
society (with economic success and security stressed) the predominant
social value is upward status mobility - creating a major generational
difference in social and personal goals. Ironically, to the degree that the
challenge of economic success and security is met and overcome - ending
personal deprivation - the succeeding generation is unable to comprehend
the prime values of the preceding generation.
The two periods of major economic and social transition in this country
(culminating in the 1850s and 1960s) were marked by considerable discontinuity in the socialization process. Both periods witnessed the demise
of important social institutions, e.g., family, peer group, neighborhood. The
crucial variables in the nurturing of the transcendentalist movement and the
hip subculture was the disintegration of the primary group and the reduced
sense of "community," combined with the basic differences in goals and
primary values of the generations. It remains for us to relate the two
movements to their environment.
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Both movements grew out of a rejection of the prevailing middle class
values (materialism, competitiveness, sameness) and offered instead a world
founded on love, brotherhood, and individual "soul-searching." The transcendentalists, possessed with a sense of personal competence that comes
with working with their hands and minds, turned to intellectual pursuit and
Eastern mystical thought in an effort to create new meaning and purpose.
The hippies, products of the mass, electronically controlled, pill-oriented
age turned instead to drugs and anti-intellectual activities as a means to end
their aimlessness and in an effort to overcome their estrangement from
society and the middle class work ethic.
The feeling of alienation (interpersonal and intrapersonal) and the
accompanying loss of identity was manifested through the mass movements
of the two periods. The unique dress, jargon, and general life-styles of the
various movements distinguished the adherents from the general society and
established a sense of "community" replete with values and life goals,
ultimately allowing them to assert themselves in an alien world lacking in
meaning, continuity, and purpose.
The transcendentalists realized an important advantage over the hippies
in that industrial society offered alternative values and goals for succeeding
generations. The result was the absence of a complete void and the
assurance that future generations would know stability. On the other hand,
the plight of the young during the 1960s and 1970s is far more difficult. It
is their burden, if they are not to lapse into total hopelessness and
aimlessness, to somehow raise up a New Vision. To them falls the task
which has historically been the province of philosophers: to design a new
form of the "good life," to create purpose that has relevance in a radically
new age, and to develop life-goals which are not at the core economic.
History alone will tell the degree of success this generation will have in
coping with the rapidity of change and the fluidity of contemporary values
and norms.
A major economic recession (depression?) followed the 1850s and the
Transcendentalist movement which helped divert the attention of the young
away from the philosophical quest of "self-awareness" back to the
economic struggle for security. Some say that in face of economic insecurity in the 1970s, the "hip-activist" of yesterday is today's goal
directed, materially minded person. Perhaps this is true. And, if it is true,
then a better title for this paper is: "Economic Deprivation: The Path to a
Generation's Identity."
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Existence and Hamlet
Seems, madam? Nay, it is. I know not "seems."

James L. Wheeler

A

MIDST the extravagant variety of approaches scholars have taken to
Hamlet, one assumption seems universal: the essence of its drama
lies in its mysteriousness. Shakespeare's most compelling play turns
out to be a Chinese puzzle in which each new critic finds a more diminutive
box containing a still more cunning solution of those questions which will
haunt man's mind forever. It is the perfect irony of life itself, which holds us
by virtue of the very things it always withholds. To man's insistent
questioning, the answer- in the final words of Hamlet- "is silence."
The present essay, therefore, is not written with the intent of explaining
Hamlet in a still newer fashion. In fact it does not seek to explain or "solve"
the play at all. It is rather an attempt to offer an existential perspective on
the human condition as it is so ambiguously embodied in the greatest drama
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ever written. This perspective is grounded in Hamlet's experience of the death
of a close relative, an experience which Albert Camus reminds us can call into
question the unexamined life assumptions of a human being:
Of an apartment-building manager who had killed himself I was told
that he had lost his daughter five years before, that he had changed
greatly since, and that that experience had 'undermined' him. A more
exact word cannot be imagined. Beginning to think is beginning to be
undermined.
This anecdote from The Myth of Sisyphus strikes certain chords in Hamlet.
Hamlet is goaded into brooding by an untimely sorrow. He, too, undergoes a
process of disillusionment leading to lucidity in the face of existence. And,
almost as though it were inexorable, he, too, is undermined.
There are important differences, however. The case of the apartmentbuilding manager seems reasonably straightforward. Such a man shares with
us not only a common time, but a roughly similar character and circumstance. We see immediately his relevance to our everyday life, and know that
we could slip as quietly and easily into a fatal logic of our own. But what of
Hamlet - a prince, a Renaissance man of high passions and thoughts, a genius
involved in bizarre events? This man comes to us rather remotely- and in a
fiction which treats the complexities and ambiguities of the tragic hero.
Yet, however keenly we may feel such differences, our perception of
Hamlet as a man faced with the problem of existence always brings us back to
Camus' simple dictum: "Beginning to think is beginning to be undermined."
And while such an assertion does not familiarize the Renaissance prince, it
does describe a logic aimed at the heart of his human fate. We may say of this
logic that it leads to a crisis of spirit, one _which poses the most elemental
choice: shall I remain lucid in the face of an existence which, because of the
traumatic loss of someone, is revealed as cruelly indifferent or shall I escape
this grief by retreating into death? Gradually, even beneath awareness in the
beginning, this issue may come to replace the normal business of a man's
mind, may slowly lead him to the brink of a conscious and deliberate end.
Such is the case with Hamlet. The "normal" business of his mind has
become revenge. This concern with revenge imposes its own teleology on the
mind, naively inserting between consciousness and its objects its own psychic
necessities. As the play proceeds, however, the existential process, if we may
so call it, begins to take hold of Hamlet's mind. Progressive disillusionment
strips away those imperatives his mission had imposed upon existence. Thus
even so potent a consideration as revenging the murder of one's father is
eventually undermined, for in existential consciousness revenge is mere
illusion. Only the feelings which motivate Hamlet's search for revenge are
real, and they are far more complex and subtle than the idea of revenge can
disclose.
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Thus Hamlet's actions tend always to exceed the occasions of his revenge.
The problem of revenge is forever being transmuted in Hamlet's mind into
the problem of man's absurd and tragic condition. Faced with repeated
disclosures of treachery, disorder and death, Hamlet loses his sense of
inherent significance and justification in the universe and man. Denied the
consolations of an easy faith or an easy conscience, he seems abandoned to
his revelation of an alien and indifferent universe. Out of this bewildering
sense of abandonment flowers his awareness of the Absurd, and out of his
awareness of the Absurd looms the question of whether a man can bear to
live his freedom for long, when he must sustain that freedom on the far side
of hope.
When Hamlet begins to question everything, he is haunted by more than
the ghost of his father. Even as he broods on that injustice, over him hover
the angels of his own despair.
When we meet Hamlet for the first time in the second scene of Act I, he
has already suffered the ffrst emotional impact of his father's death. It has
pitched him into a mood of bitterness and scepticism. His first extended
speech in reply to his mother's question concerning his grief (''Why seems it
so particular with thee?") is more than a passionate assurance of his sincerity:

Hamlet. Seems, madam? Nay, it is. I know not "seems."
'Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother,
Nor customary suits of solemn black,
Nor windy suspirations of forced breath,
No, nor the fruitful river in the eye,
Nor the dejected havior of the visage,
Together with all forms, moods, shapes of grief,
That can denote me truly.
This careful cataloguing of phenomena is to become habitual with Hamlet,
presaging his waning faith in abstractions. Gradually, as one disintegration of
his ideals follows another, Hamlet turns to empirical observation.And though
he continues to interpret his world, it is the tenor of his concrete observations
which now reveal his existence. Camus chose to be free, the apartment
manager to die. Somewhere between those options Hamlet steps - the
trembling tight-rope walker above the mysterious and awful depths.
Even this early in the play, we feel the painful alienation of Hamlet's
heated reply to the Queen's question. For him the ideals of motherhood,
constancy in marriage, filial love, friendship, and decency have already been
substantially destroyed by the treachery of others or tainted by his own
Oedipal guilt. This disillusionment appears as early as his first soliloquy:
0 that this too too solid flesh would melt,
Thaw, and resolve itself into a dew,
Or that the Everlasting had not fixed
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His canon 'gainst self-slaughter. 0 God, God,
How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable
Seem to me all the uses of this world!
Fie on't, ah, fie, 'tis an unweeded garden
That grows to seed. Things rank and gross in nature
Possess it merely.
Already his wish for death is strong. There is no indication, however, that he
desires death for a better fate that lies beyond it. Hamlet simply desires
escape from his consciousness of a world "stripped of lights."
In this frrst soliloquy Hamlet's disillusionment is not yet grave, however.
The turning point is the traumatic ghost scene in which the elder Hamlet
shifts his burden of knowledge onto his son:
'Tis given out that, sleeping in my orchard,
A serpent stung me. So the whole ear of Denmark
Is by a forged process of my death
Rankly abused. But know, thou noble youth,
The serpent that did sting thy father's life
Now wears his crown.

All Denmark remains under an illusion, except for Hamlet. From this time
on, all his perceptions are haunted by his new knowledge. In his anguish he
sporadically attempts to re-establish some sense of a moral universe, but he
has become too lucid. Day by day he pushes on to a greater evaporation of
the ideal and a more acute awareness of the brutal world.
In the second scene of Act II, we begin to witness Hamlet's lucidity at
work. Polonius is under the impression that Hamlet is near madness. To his
mind Hamlet's replies seem devious and wild, though they sometimes hit the
mark. Hamlet, however, is speaking the truth in a manner he knows Polonius
will not understand because he is not an honest man. He speaks in metaphors,
but not because he wishes to be cryptic. On the contrary, his images are the
surest way of revealing the truth because they deal in the concrete and literal:

Polonius. Do you know me, my lord?
Hamlet. Excellent well. You are a fishmonger.
Polonius. Not I, my lord.
Hamlet. Then I would you were so honest a man.
And again:

Polonius. (aside) Though this be madness, yet there is method in't. Will you walk out of the air, my lord?
Hamlet. Into my grave?
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And later with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern:
Hamlet. Denmark's a prison.
Rosencrantz. Then is the world one.
Hamlet. A goodly one ...
And again with Guildenstern in Act III. Scene ii:
Guildenstern. 0 my lord, if my duty be too bold, my love is too
unmannerly.
Hamlet. I do not well understand that. Will you play upon this pipe?
Guildenstem. My lord, I cannot.
Hamlet. I pray you.
Guildenstern. Believe me, I cannot.
Hamlet. I do beseech you.
Guildenstern. I know no touch of it, my lord.
Hamlet. It is as easy as lying. Govern these ventages with your fingers
and thumb, give it breath with your mouth an it will discourse most
eloquent music. Look you, these are the stops.
Guildenstern. But these cannot I command to any utt'rance of
harmony. I have not the skill.
Hamlet. Why, look you now, how unworthy a thing you make of me!
You would play upon me, you would seem to know my stops, you
would pluck out the heart of my mystery ...
'Sblood, do you think I am easier to be played on than a pipe?
Note particularly Guildenstern's fine abstraction and Hamlet's reply, "I do
not well understand that." Polonius, Rosencrantz, Guildenstern, and the
others live in a complacent, self-deceiving world where responsibilitY refers
to values that are traditional and unquestioned. For Hamlet all such evasions
have become transparent. What he requires is the authenticity of his own
perceptions.
If Hamlet seems tentative in his soliloquies, it is because they represent his
lonely speculations on the problem of existence. By the third act, these
meditations have taken on a distinctive existential tone. In the famous
soliloquy of Scene i, he is already considering the first question posed by
human existence:
To be, or not to be, that is the question:
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune
Or to take arms against a sea of trouLles,
And by opposing end them.
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Even here the lure of concrete imagery leads him to sporadic interruptions of
the dominant mood of speculation. He is sure enough of the reality of man's
fate in this world to use "slings and arrows" and "sea of troubles"; what he is
uncertain of is man's condition in that "undiscover'd country." The remainder of the soliloquy is in two parts: speculation on the possibility of
consciousness after death and a discourse on the effect that this possibility
has on man's will. In the first part Hamlet wishes for a final death:

To die, to sleepNo more - and by a sleep to say we end
The heartache, and the thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to. 'Tis a consumation
Devoutly to be wished.
But it occurs to him that sleep is interrupted by dreams - dreams more compelling even than reality. If to sleep may be to dream, what then of death? To
die may be to enter a reality more immediate and terrible than the one he
knows:

To die, to sleepTo sleep- perchance to dream: ay, there's the rub,
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause.

After the words of the ghost King, Hamlet can no longer be sure that even by
suicide he can obliterate his suffering. Perhaps the dilemma of existence will
not "resolve itself into a dew."
By the second scene of Act IV, Hamlet's concern with the more brutal
elements of existence is nearing an obsession:

Rosencrantz. What have you done, my lord, with the dead body?
Hamlet. Compounded it with dust, whereto 'tis kin.
And again in Scene ii:

Rosencrantz. My lord, you must tell us where the body is, and go with
us to the King.

Hamlet. The body is with the King, but the King is not with the body.
The King is a thing -

Guildenstern. A thing, my lord?
Hamlet. Of nothing.
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The King Rosencrantz and Guildenstern speak of is Claudius, of course. But
they have missed Hamlet's meaning. Claudius' body may be where the King
should be, but the real King is not there, he is in the grave where Claudius'
treachery has put him. The real King is a mere ghost, "a thing ... of
nothing."
In the next scene Hamlet is even more relentless:
King. Now, Hamlet, where's Polonius?
Hamlet. At supper.
King. At supper? Where?
Hamlet. Not where he eats, but where 'a is eaten. A certain convocation
of politic worms are e'en at him. Your worm is your only emperor
for diet. We fat all creatures else to fat us, and we fat ourselves for
maggots.

And further on:

Hamlet. A man may fish with the worm that hath eat of a king, and eat
of the fish that hath fed of that worm.
King. What dost thou mean by this?
Hamlet. Nothing but to show you how a king may go a progress
through the guts of a beggar.
Here, etched in acid, is the terrible truth of sheer existence, which does not
heed man's nice idealisms or cunning evasions. Hamlet's disillusionment has
reached its full extent, his sense of pervasive absurdity has become second
nature.
By Act IV, Scene iv, Hamlet has proved too dangerous to remain in
Denmark and the King sends him to England, there to be executed. While
Hamlet is leaving England he makes a half-hearted, half sarcastic attempt at
establishing some new ideal upon which he can base a course of action:
Rightly to be great
Is not to stir without great argument,
But greatly to find quarrel in a straw
When honor's at the stake.
The irony of contemplating honor as a motive for revenge, however, is not
lost on Hamlet. He is too "naked" now not to feel the stunning self-deception
of using honor to justify an act of murder. Hamlet arranges the deaths of
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern out of calculated self-preservation and ends by
killing Claudius in a fit of passion.
The impending war between Norway and Poland is in no way necessary,
will be nothing more than another senseless slaughter:
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... I see
The imminent death of twenty thousand men
That for a fantasy and trick of fame
Go to their graves like beds, fight for a plot
Whereon the numbers cannot try the cause ...
Hamlet has long since realized that no principle, however exalted, can
override man's freedom. Principles, like all motives, are merely reasons to act
in certain ways. Man alone must choose his acts, and man must be the sole
justification of his choices. To choose is to be human; to be human is to
suffer one's freedom.
Earlier we have seen how Hamlet's soliloquies differ from his dialogues
with other people - the first partly abstract and speculative, the second
imagistic and unerringly literal. In the graveyard scene which opens Act V,
these two approaches merge in a series of speeches addressed to Horatio:

Hamlet. That skull had a tongue in it, and could sing once. How the knave
jowls it to the ground, as if 'twere Cain's jawbone, that did the first
murther! This might be the pate of a politician, which this ass now
o'er-reaches; one that would circumvent God, might it not?
Horatio. It might, my lord.
Hamlet. Or of a courtier, which could say 'Good morrow, sweet lord! How
doest thou, sweet lord? This might be my Lord Such-a-one, that praised
my Lord Such-a-one's horse when 'a meant to beg it, might it not?
Horatio. Ay, my lord.
The argument Hamlet launches here is simultaneously simple and complex.
All men are equal in death; death destroys all pretence. That is the argument
on the surface; but what of its implications? We must remember that Hamlet
often depends on poetic suggestion to express himself:
Why may not that be the skull of
a lawyer? Where be his quiddities now, his quillets, his
cases, his tenures, and his tricks? Why does he suffer
this rude knave now to knock him about the sconce with a
dirty shovel, and will not tell him of his action of
battery?

With these ironic questions, Hamlet builds a singular impression of the
absurdity of man's whole effort in the face of mortality. No thought of a life
after death seems on his mind now. This is useless speculation when one is in
a condition of life. It appears as though he is merely saying all men are equal
after death; in fact he is also suggesting that all men are equal before death prior to the event and faced with confronting its inevitability. Hamlet is
interested only in what he can see or hear, touch, or smell of mortality:

"How long will a man lie i' th' earth ere he rot?" This is the last wall, not to
be surpassed by hope of heaven.
Here, then, in the first half of Act V, over a new-dug grave, where man's
high estate seems reduced to the stench of death in Hamlet's nostrils, his
existential journey nears its end. Beset by murderous treachery from without
and the horror of repressed incestuous longings from within, he is unable to
commit himself to anything but a waiting game:

Hamlet. But thou wouldst not think how ill all's here about my heart.
But it is no matter.
Horatio. Nay, good lord Hamlet. It is but foolery; but it is such a kind of gain-giving as would
perhaps trouble a woman.
Horatio. If your mind dislike anything, obey it. I will forestall their
repair hither and say you are not fit.
Hamlet. Not a whit, we defy augury; there's a special providence in the
fall of a sparrow. If it be now, 'tis not to come; if it be not to come,
it will be now; if it be not now, yet it will come: the readiness is all.
Since no man has aught of what he leaves, what is't to leave betimes?
Let be.
Whether this last minute mood signals Hamlet's retreat to simple Christian
faith is doubtful. The mood of the passage, as of the act, seems one of
courage, of stoic resignation, rather than of hope. If resignation to this life,
and uncertainty of "the life to come," qualifies as a Christian attitude, then
we should not mind calling Hamlet a Christian. Yet one remains unconvinced
that by his rather incidental references to "providence" in this act he signifies
any belief in the relevance ...of God's will to man's fate as a human being.
Hamlet is, indeed, the "knight of infinite resignation" par excellence. Nothing
could be more graceful and brave than the gestures of his fundamental agony.
But as he remains incapable of making the absolute movements of the Absurd,
he is not the "knight of true faith." Ultimately he must remain without
resolution, for he can no more live with his freedom than without it.
Still, it has not been the intent of this essay to explain Hamlet away as an
early seventeenth century existential play, atheistic or otherwise, but only to
explore the existential elements of a difficult and multifarious drama: its
vision of the absurdity of man's fate, its terrible account of disillusionment,
alienation, bewilderment, and despair, and its portrait of human anguish
within the heart of a fearful freedom. Hamlet's deep sense of denial and
abandonment is not the mood of a passing moment. It springs from his
disillusionment with the character of existence itself. Because this disillusionment remains unresolved, it would be frivolous to suggest that Hamlet's
despair is affected by a sudden recognition of Divine Will. Providence can deal
with the sparrow within us, perhaps, but not with the prince. In the end,
Hamlet is sustained in his suffering not by faith, but by fatalism.
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REVIEW ESSAY
The
Nouveau-Lipsian Style
of

Joyce Carol Oates

John Pollock

N

O doubt one of the burdens of being a "great writer" is the

knowledge that sooner or later practically everything one has set pen
to is destined to appear publicly in print. Already library shelves
groan under the weight of marginalia, early letters, and casual notes of many
of the great authors, authors whose only consolation is the fact that such
trivia is published posthumously. At the rate this type of publication is
progressing, it would hardly be surprising to open the Times Literary
Supplement one morning and discover that some university press is announcing the imminent appearance of Coleridge's Shopping Lists, collected in
three volumes and cross indexed for easy reference. The only happy
consequence of this whole business - and, needless to say, the only excuse
for it - is that occasionally gems of artistic creation or flashes of literary
insight turn up, valuable tidbits that would otherwise have remained buried in
the muck. Take, for example, Ben Jonson's commonplace book entitled
Timber, or Discoveries, a notebook containing odds and ends of things
Jonson probably intended to publish someday but which he never quite got
around to. Unfortunately, as Jonson's editors tell us, "after his death all
papers in his study were gathered up, and prose scraps and even mere jottings,
which he would either have rejected or completed, found their way into the
collection." I Reading Timber, then, is rather like looking for prizes in a box
of Cracker Jack: one must sift through a good deal of uninspired stuff to turn
up little gems such as the extraordinary rumor that Shakespeare "never
blotted out [a] line" - or Jonson's famous response: "Would he had blotted
a thousand."2
Anyway, to get to the point of this paper, as I was leafing through Timber
the other day I was struck by some comments of Jonson's which, while
considerably less famous than his remarks about Shakespeare, are more useful
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for those of us who find ourselves living somewhere in the middle of the
twentieth century. In a moment of pique, Jonson jotted down (and thus
immortalized, perhaps unintentionally) his annoyance at writers whose style
is
nothing, but what is rough and broken; Quae per sa/ebras, altaque saxa
cadunt [which falls over rough crags and high rocks]. And if it would
come gently, they trouble it of purpose. They would not have it run
without rubs, as if that stile were more strong and manly, that stroke
the eare with a kind of uneven(n)esse. These men erre not by chance,
but knowingly, and willingly; they are like men that affect a fashion by
themselves, have some singularity in a Ruffe, Cloake, or Hat-band; or
their beards, specially cut to provoke beholders .... And this vice [is
being] imitated: so that oft-times the faults which [they] fell into, the
others seeke for: This is the danger, when vice becomes a Precedent. 3
While in context it appears that Jonson is referring primarily to poets here,
his sentiments would extend quite naturally to prose writers as well,
especially to the so-called "Lipsian" writers of his period. Named after the
sixteenth-century French stylist Juste Lipse, these authors produced an
extremely condensed, abrupt, "hopping style," a style which was finding an
increasingly wider audience in the later Renaissance. "Indeed," says Jonson,
"the multitude commend Writers, as they doe Fencers, or Wrastlers; who if
they come in robustiously, and put for it, with a deale of violence, are
received for the braver-[ellowes: when many times their owne rudenesse is a
cause of their disgrace .... But in these things, the unskilfull [readers] are
naturally deceiv'd, and judging wholly by the bulke, thinke rude things
greater than polish'd ...."4
I was struck by Jonson's remarks because his insights seem to be
particularly relevant today in regards to what may be called the "nouveauLipsian" style, that is an extended use of curt phrases and choppy sentence
fragments in a variety of literary contexts. This style might best be described
as "Hemingway dialogue gone mad," and it can be taken, I suppose, as a
somewhat delayed reaction against the extremely long, leisurely sentences of,
say, Henry James. Especially popular with writers involved with the New
Journalism Movement (remember Tom Wolfe's bestseller a few years back,
The Electric Kooi-Aid Acid Test?), this style is also practiced, to a greater or
lesser degree, by a number of our more serious contemporary novelists. As
one example of this rhetorical form, we might look at Joyce Carol Oates's
recent novel The Assassins. I choose this work in particular because it
represents an unusually sustained effort in the nouveau-Lipsian mode and
because, as Alfred P. Klausler has said in a review of the book, "The quality
of [Oates's] many achievements continues to merit serious consideration."s
The book is summed up on its cover as a "shockingly intimate novel of a
political murder and its aftermath." In essence, it explores what happens to
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two brothers and their sister-in-law after a third brother is assassinated. The
first third of the novel is devoted to Hugh Petrie, who is, to put it bluntly,
totally wacky. (Among other things, he is a ventriloquist who carries on an
animated conversation with his fish dinner in a restaurant just before
botching a suicide attempt.) A typical excerpt from this section of the book
reads as follows:
Meaning?
No meaning?
Hypochondriac. Amusing. Aches, Complaints, fears realized and unrealized. Went to Dr. ___ (I forget his name) in an absurdly
garrisoned brownstone on Twelfth Street. Urologist. Knew me. Knew
of me. Had bought copies of my books- flattering, but also upsetting
- knew my public image and now, prodding and poking and assessing,
knew me inside and out. I chattered, joked. Flinched from his cold
instruments and cold rubbered hands. Spoke of my eyes - tormented by
soot, the evil air of this city - propensity to Shed tears though without
sorrow (speaking ironically to the doctor, who seemed not to respond
to my wit) - a coincidence that I should be subject to unreasonable
fears of blindness - did a detailed study of the draftsman James Gillray
- great satirist - not honored as Hogarth was - unfair, that Hogarth
(whose sentimentality often revealed itself! - embarrassing!) should
enjoy lasting fame, and Gillray forgotten. The doctor listened. Appeared to listen. A stupid man, for all his specialization and his
"interest" in my work: he seemed not to know what I was talking
about.

Yvonne entered me through the eyes: the spirit aiming for the most
vulnerable surface. Knife-like, so keen. Razorish. Sharp - cruel - but
delicious, an ecstasy merely in submitting.
The Angel of Death.
Doodles. Small armies on the worksheet. Aimless, busy, insect-sized.
If the telephone rang - who heard? Who was present? Might be my
sister - might be what are known as friends - "friends" - curious links
to humanity - ways by which the individual (supposedly) asserts his
humanity. Might be a wrong number. 6
Jonson, I am quite sure, would have recognized in Oates's writing an
attempt to achieve a kind of "decorum" in which form reflects content; he
would have known that Oates is trying to capture a feeling for Hugh's
psychic disintegration by fragmenting her syntax; and probably he would
have admitted that in that respect her style is successful. But, on the whole,
I suspect that Jonson would have found Oates's nouveau-Lipsian style as
offensive as he found the Lipsian style of his contemporaries, partly because
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Oates's attempt at decorum is anything but subtle (as Jonson says, "art's hid
causes are not found")7 and partly because it is carried to such exorbitant
lengths. After 217 pages of sentence fragments, the reader of the book -at
least this reader - feels rather like Hugh's brother Stephen who can hardly
stand being in Hugh's presence: "Stephen listened to his brother's highpitched, rapid chatter with increasing restlessness. He wanted to run out wanted to escape."B The reader also wants to escape because Oates's style
becomes unbearably tedious. This is especially true in those passages, such as
the following, in which Hugh is repeating ideas to himself over and over:
The Artist sits at his drawing board, omnipotent.
Omnipotent, at his drawing board.
Omnipotent: at his drawing board.
At his drawing board, omnipotent.
The Artist sits. Omnipotent, the Artist sits. At his drawing board.
The Artist sits omnipotent at his drawing board.9
According to the traditional idea of decorum, the writer's job is to imitate
nature, not to re-create it. A number of characters in Chekhov's Three Sisters,
for example, are bored to death, but Chekhov wisely does not set out to bore
his audience to death in order for his audience to experience his artistic
vision. Instead of re-creating in his viewers the malaise of his characters,
Chekhov presents that emotion in a way which permits his viewers to
examine it from an objective distance. The problem with Oates's style is that
it tends to force a neurotic, fragmented mode of perception upon the reader;
that is, the style attempts to re-create in the reader's mind Hugh's own
psychic chaos by challenging him to an ultimately impossible task: making
sense of a world which is seen exclusively through the eyes of a demented
ego-maniac. Thus the style itself becomes such an irritating distraction that
the reader is likely to miss whatever insights Oates has to offer into Hugh's
personality.
I do not mean to suggest the Oates always writes like this - nor that she is
always tedious when she does. I do mean to suggest, however, that the
nouveau-Lipsian style is effective only when used under certain circumstances:
that is, when it is used either sparingly, for emphasis, or in a context which is
so rich in metaphor or intellectual complexity that it deserves especially slow
and careful reading. It seems to me that Oates, and other contemporary
authors who experiment with this style, would do well to look back to the
best Renaissance writers who allowed themselves to be influenced by the
Lipsians. Consider, for example, the following passage from John Donne's
Devotions upon Emergent Occasions. Granted it is a big jump from a
twentieth-century novel to a seventeenth-century religious meditation, but
the comparison will be enlightening. Donne writes:
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Wee say, that the world is made of sea, & land, as though they were
equal; but we know that there is more sea in the Western, then in the
Eastern Hemisphere: We say that the Firmament is full of sta"es; as
though it were equally full; but we know, that there are more stars
vnder the Northerne, then vnder the Southern Pole. Wee say, the
Elements of man are misery, and happinesse, as though he had an equal
proportion of both, and the dayes of man vicissitudinary, as though he
had as many good daies, as ill and that he liud vnder a perpetual!
Equinoctial, night, and day equall, good and ill fortune in the same
measure. But it is far from that; hee drinkes misery & he tastes
happinesse; he mowes misery, and hee gleanes happiness; hee iournies in
misery, he does but walke in hap pin esse. ... 1 o
Donne's style here is not totally Lipsian; as a matter of fact, it is largely
Ciceronian in its use of long clauses and parallel phrases. But a close look at
the passage reveals an important Lipsian touch. As the passage progresses, the
long clauses break down into shorter, more jerky clauses and phrases; and the
initial parallelism gradually falls apart. The first two clauses beginning "We
say" are balanced by clauses of equal length beginning "but we know." The
third "We say" clause, however, while it surprises us by continuing much
longer than the first two, becomes progressively broken in its rhythm as more
and more short phrases are added. Why does Donne do this? Partly, of course,
to avoid the monotony of endlessly piling up long parallel clauses. But, more
important, Donne is using the sentence rhythm to reflect and reinforce what
he is saying. The main point of the passage is that the universe in which man
lives is not a predictable, neatly ordered one where joy and sorrow are
allotted according to comprehensible rules. Thus Donne carefully sets up
syntactical rules (or, at least, expectations) in the first part of the passage for
the sole purpose of breaking those rules as the work continues. In short,
Donne displays a masterful sense of decorum by allowing the stylistic
variations to underline his point subtly. At the same time he juxtaposes the
Lipsian with the more conventional, and more readable, Ciceronian style so
that neither style overwhelms the other.
For an example of more sustained Lipsian prose, we might look to
Lancelot Andrewes, a man who is remembered today largely for having
contributed the opening lines toT. S. Eliot's "Journey of the Magi," but who
was famous in his own day as the most popular preacher in London after
Donne. In this excerpt from one of his sermons, Andrewes describes some of
the difficulties the Magi faced in their journey to Bethlehem:
Last we consider the time of their coming, the season of the year. It
was no summer progress. A cold coming they had of it, at this time of
the year; just the worst time of the year, to take a journey, and
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specially a long journey in. The ways deep; the weather sharp; the days
short; the sun farthest off, in solstito bmmali, 'the very dead of winter.'
And these difficulties they overcame, of a wearisome, irkesome,
troublesome, dangerous, unseasonable journey; and for all this, they
came. And came it cheerfully, and quickly; as appeareth, by the speed
they made. It was but vidimus, venimus, with them; "they saw," and
"they came;" no sooner saw (the guiding star], but they set out
presently .1 1
Like Donne, Andrewes is effective primarily because of his subtlety. (If, in
Jonson's words, Andrewes 'comes in like a wrestler,' at least he moves with
the poise and control of a ballet dancer once he has caught our attention.) In
the passage just cited, for instance, the first sentence - "Last we consider the
time of their coming, the season of the year" - reads smoothly and evenly to
reflect the rational, unemotional quality of the statement itself. The only
caesura in the line occurs before the phrase "the season of the year," a fact
which quietly lays stress on that key idea. As Andrewes warms to his topic,
however, the phrases become somewhat shorter and thus more emphatic: "It
was no summer progress." He resorts to the extremely Lipsian mode only
when he has arrived at the central point of his passage: " ... a wearisome,
irkesome, troublesome, dangerous, unseasonable journey, and for all this, they
came." As Andrewes speaks of the many obstacles the Magi encountered, he
forces the reader to move slowly, almost painfully, through his sentences. He
thus imitates the experience of the Magi at the same time he enables the
reader to savor his word play. The reader has time to notice, for example,
how the similarity in sound of Vidimus and venimus suggests that seeing the
guiding star and embarking on the journey were almost one and the same
event for the Magi.
It might be argued at this point that it is unfair to expect Oates to emulate
Andrewes or Donne. Those Renaissance giants, after all, were consciously
trying to write prose that would move us with all of the techniques that
poetry has at its disposal. Oates is "only" writing a novel. But if Wordsworth
was correct in asserting that "a large portion of the language of every good
poem can in no respect differ from that of good Prose,"12 the converse must
also be true: a large portion of the language of every good prose work can in
no respect differ from that of good poetry. The point I am trying to make
here is simply that the more closely one looks at Oates, the less one sees.
Given the demands of the novel as a genre (that is, the overriding necessity to
develop plot and character realistically), the relative shallowness of Oates's
style might be excusable if the style at least encouraged a reasonably rapid
reading. But it does not. On the contrary, the broken, jerky, Lipsian
technique forces the reader to plod through the work at the same time that
Oates's commendable use of suspense pushes the reader forward. In time the
reader is almost literally "bent out of shape" by this process. True, he does in
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that respect "become" Hugh Petrie and can thus empathize with the
character, but who wants to become Hugh Petrie? We are back to the
problem of the artist's re-creating experience rather than imitating it.
If Oates, and other nouveau-Lipsians of her ilk, are unwilling to return to
the heavily poetic prose styles of the Renaissance, they would do well at least
to study more recent novelists such as Ernest Hemingway - shall we call
them "quasi nouveau-Lipsians"?!- novelists who employ a sparse, unadorned
style without sacrificing the impact of poetry. Recall, for example, the
conversation between Brett and Jake in the concluding pages of The Sun Also
Rises:
"You know" Brett said, "he'd only been with two women before. He
never cared about anything but bull-fighting."
"He's got plenty of time."
"I don't know. He thinks it was me. Not the show in general."
"Well, it was you."
"Yes. It was me."
"I thought you weren't going to ever talk about it."
"How can I help it?"
"You'lllose it if you talk about it."
"I just talk around it. You know I feel rather damned good, Jake."
"You should."
"You know it makes one feel rather good deciding not to be a bitch."
"Yes."
"It's sort of what we have instead of God."
"Some people have God," I said. "Quite a lot."l3
As anyone who has read the novel knows, these words are rich in
poignancy. And the power of the words arises not so much from what is said,
as from the sound and rhythm with which it is said. The sharp pauses
between each phrase are pregnant with an emotion which Hemingway has
slowly and carefully built up through the course of the novel, but which
cannot be stated directly. As Jake says, "You'll lose it if you talk about it."
Instead of talking about it, Hemingway intensifies the emotion indirectly
through the quiet use of repetition and rhyme, two of the poet's favorite
tools: "You know" ... "I don't know" ... "Not the show ... "It was
you" ... "It was me" ... "rather damned good" ... "You should" ... "You
know it makes one feel rather good." Furthermore, the rhythm of the passage
displays perfect artistic control. The first sentence, for example - "You
know," Brett said, "he'd only been with two women before" - is strictly
iambic until one reaches the phrase "two women"; at that point the regular
meter is slightly interrupted to reveal the emotion Brett feels in regards to her
lover's earlier affairs. When we arrive at the most important statements of the
passage - "Well, it was you." "Yes. It was me." - Hemingway employs the
rather unusual trochaic rhythm which, because it pushes against the natural
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iambic pattern of our language, causes those sentences to stand out above any
of the others. Even the comma after "Well" and the period J.('ter "Yes" are
significant, since the period creates a slightly longer pau~ to capture the
moment when the full meaning of Jake's comment strikes Brett. One looks in
vain for this type of control in The Asssassins, where Oates, by stacking up
endless, fragmented observations, loses most of the emotional appeal her
story might have had.
I would not want to be accused of stifling literary innovation. Without
doubt, the novel is alive and well today largely because of a willingness on the
part of modern writers to try new things. And I certainly do not agree with
Richard Cobb's recent assessment of James Joyce, another nouveau-Lipsian at
times, as "arrogant, unpleasant, and above all unreadable."l4 (If nothing else,
Joyce's sense of humor covers a multitude of sins.) In other words, I am not
quite so ready as Jonson to condemn the rough, broken style altogether. But
I do believe that Jonson's advice that we beware of writers who "come in
robustiously, and put for it, with a deal of violence" is probably as valuable
today as it was 300 years ago. Joyce Carol Oates may not 'cut her beard for
the sole purpose of provoking beholders,' but there is no question that her
sometime nouveau-Lipsian style "falls over rough crags and high rocks." And
I fear in the end that the result is more "rude" than "polish'd."
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POETRY
Lucha Corpi

Translated by Catherine Rodriguez-Nieto

LABOR DE RET AZOS

1.
Mientras plancho
una voz adentro
me avisa:
"El alma necesita
arrugas
necesita pliegues,
alforzas y otros
motivos de edad".

2.
Sacudo los rincones
El amante sin nombre
cae desdiciendome:
"Era solamente el azul
valsico del verbo
Yo no Ia ,supe en mf".
3.
Mi casa esta llena
de un rumor viejo
de un sortilegio cascado
de tanto pronunciarse
que a(m embosca rufianes
inadvertidos en Ia noche.
4.
Hay oros fragmentados
y palabras de mediod(a
sobre Ia hierba
Frutas de temporada
y sal de roca
en las heridas
que me dejaron
los ultimos diez aiios.
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PATCHWORK

1.
While I iron
a voice inside me
warns:
"The soul has need
of wrinkles,
need of pleats,
tucks and other
signs of age."

2.
As I dust the corners
A nameless lover
falls, disclaiming me:
"She was nothing more than the blue
waltzing of a word
I never knew her in myself."

3.
My house is full
of an old whispering
of a flaking witchery
so often repeated
that it still ambushes unwary
ruffians at night.

4.
There are fragments of gold
and noon words
on the grass
Fruits in season
and rock salt
in the wounds
left me
by the last ten years.
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5.
Mi amor,
estoy llena de espinas
llena de p~talos
Uevo la complicada
incomplicaci6n
de la palabra
entre pecho
y espalda.

6.
Qui~n

leera mis versos
cuando muera?
Acaso la loca nocturna
que ayer se encontr6
con tres mujeres
rumbo al cementerio?

7.

Me lien~ de raices
de ramitas de laurel
de yerbabuena y de copal
y platiqu~ con otros vientres
que cultivaban nogales
pasionarias y azaleas
pero nadie me pudo decir
hacia d6nde se van
los gitanos
cuando se marchan.

8.
Vuelvo a los caminos
y cada gitano peregrino
me parece un verso andante
Hablo con ellos
rimas anacr6nicas
mientras mi hijo
con los otros nifios
se acerca sonriente
a vernos
a los gitanos pasar.
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5.
Love,
I am full of thorns
full of petals
I carry the complicated
simplicity
of the word
between breast
and backbone.

6.
Who will read my verses
when I die?
That nocturnal madwoman, perhaps,
who met three women
yesterday
on the way to the cemetery?

7.
I fllled up on roots
and laurel twigs
and yerbabuena and incense
and chatted with other bellies
that were growing black walnuts
passion flowers and azaleas
but none could tell me
where the gypsies go
when they
leave town.

8.
I go back to the roads
and every gypsy on the way
seems like a walking verse
I say anachronistic
rhymes with them
while my son comes up
with the other children, smiling
to watch us
the gypsies
passing by.
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ROMANCE NEGRO

Hay sabor de vainilla
en el aire dominical.
Melancolia de Ia naranja
que aun cuelga de Ia rama,
brillante y seductora,
sin esperanza de azahar.
Guadalupe se bafiaba en el rio
muy de tarde en un domingo.
Promesa de leche en los senos
Vainilla el olor de los cabellos
Canela molida el sabor de los ojos
Flor de cacao entre las piernas
Ah, Ia embriaguez de Ia cafia
entre los labios.
El se acerc6 y Ia mir6 asi
rodeada del agua
inundada de tarde
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DARK ROMANCE

A flavor of vanilla drifts
on the Sunday air.
Melancholy of an orange,
clinging still,
brilliant, seductive,
past the promise of its blooming.
Guadalupe was bathing in the river
that Sunday, late,
a promise of milk in her breasts,
vanilla scent in her hair
cinnamon flavor in her eyes,
cocoa-flower between her legs
and in her mouth a daze
of sugarcane.
He came upon her there
surrounded by water
in a flood of evening light.
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Y en un instante arranc6 la flor
Estruj6 Ia leche hasta cambiarla
en sangre
Desparram6 Ia vainilla por
el silencio de Ia orilla
Bebi6se el candente Iiquido
de los labios
Y despues ...despues desapareci6
dejando s6lo un rastro de sombra
hinguida al borde del agua.
Su madre Ia encontr6 y al verla
sac6 de su morral un pufto de sal
y se Ia ech6 por el hombro.
Y a los pocos dlas su padre
recibi6 una yegua fina de regalo.
Y Guadalupe ...Guadalupe colg6
su vida del naranjo del huerto
y se qued6 muy quieta ahl
con los ojos al rio abiertos.
Hay sabor de vainilla
en el ambiente de Ia tarde.
Una nostalgia ancestral
se apodera de Ia mente.
De Ia rama cuelga una naranj a
todavfa sin promesa de azahar.
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And on the instant cut the flower
wrung blood from the milk
dashed vanilla on the silence
of the river bank
drained the burning liquid
of her lips
and then he was gone,
leaving behind him a trail of shadow
drooping at the water's edge.
Her mother found her there, and at the sight
took a handful of salt from her pouch
to throw over her shoulder.
A few days later, her father
accepted the gift of a fine mare.
And Guadalupe ...Guadalupe hung her life
from the orange tree in the garden,
and stayed there quietly,
her eyes open to the river.
An orange clings to the branch
the promise lost of its blooming.
Ancestral longing
seizes the mind.
A scent of vanilla drifts
on the evening air.
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CONCILIACION
He renunciado a esa pregunta
que en mis labios colgaba
como fruta agusanada
y me he adentrado
en la multiple condensaci6n
de las horas
para arrancar
con mano firme
lo que era m(o
desde un principia
porque en las alas batientes
hay un afan de cercanfa
y espesura;
y ya no importa mas
la futil impaciencia
del invierno
por recobrar
sus primaveras,
ni la insolada narrativa
pesa mas que
el jinete de la lluvia.
He ltevado la respuesta
preambular y presentiva
hasta Ia fmita conclusi6n
del cuento problematico;
y ya no importa
el timbre del telefono
o alguien ala puerta;
soy yo quien sale a entrar
al cauce de las calles
y allecho grande del dia,
mientras mis manos
aves de temporada
tifien sus nocturnos
de colores
de tiempo en tiempo.
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CONCILIATION
I have given up that question
that used to hang on my lips
like a worm-eaten apple
and have entered into
the multiple condensation
of hours
to take
with a firm hand
what was mine
from the start
because in the beating of wings
there is a need for nearness
and solidity;
the useless impatience
of winter
to rediscover
its springs
no longer matters,
and the sunstruck narrative
weighs no more than
the horseman of the rain.
I have carried out the answer,
prefacing, introductory
to the finite conclusion
of the problematic story;
it no longer matters
that the phone is ringing
or there is someone at the door;
I am the one who is going out
to enter the current of the streets
and the great bed of the day,
while my hands
seasonal birds
color their nocturnes
with ink
from time to time.
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SEGUNDO DOS DE NOVIEMBRE

a Elsie Alvarado de Ricord
Hay tiempo solamente
para un pequeiio beso
tornado a sorbos grandes
porque seguimos de viaje;
porque hay fechas mas anchas
que el mismo espfritu
esperandonos en el anden
o el tren se va y nos deja;
porque los paiiuelos blancos
nos esperan ya a Ia despedida
y no debemos desilusionarlos;
y el tiquitac de Ia arana
eiectrica
en el cerebro de Ia tarde
nos indica que Ia noche
esbi cada vez mas cerca;
y es hora de volver a casa
a enjuagar el alma de manana
que se nos ha ido ensuciando
en las calles por donde
Ia llevamos arrastrando;
porque es hora de ir a bailar
0 los musicos se marchan
y el jueves comienza
el nuevo programa
y Ia pelicula de Ia vida
todavia no esta lista ...
Y para colmo de rufianes
alguien traspapelo a hoy
entre ayer y manana
y no hay tiempo de buscarlo
porque Ia comitiva ya llega
y Ia cena no se ha preparado;
y vamonos, que ya voy tarde
a mi propio funeral.
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DAY OF THE DEAD II
-r'or Elsie Alvarado de Ricord

There's only time
for a short kiss
quickly gulped
because we're still travelling;
because there are days wider
than our spirit itself
waiting for us on the platform
and the train is starting, leaving us behind;
because the white handkerchiefs
are already waiting for us at the farewell
and we mustn't disappoint them;
and the tick-tock of the electric
spider
in the brain of the afternoon
tells us night
is falling fast;
and it's time to go home
and rinse out tomorrow's soul
that's been getting dirty
in the streets where
we were dragging it;
because it's time to go dancing
before the musicians leave
and on Thursday
the new program starts,
and the filin of our life
isn't ready yet ...
And to top off the ruffians
someone has misfiled today
between yesterday and tomorrow
and there's no time to look
because the committee is here
and supper isn't ready;
and let's go, because I'm already late
for my own funeral.
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Strawberries Romanoff

Tonita S. Gardner

M

Y wife's got a thing about Strawberries Romanoff. She thinks that if
she polishes off a 3000 calorie meal with just a small bowl full of
kirsch-flavored strawberries topped with a blob of whipped cream
("mostly air, Elliott, really it is") instead of gorging on some rich devil's food
cake or pie
la mode, then she's doing all she can to keep from turning
herself into a candidate for fat lady of the circus.
To look at her now, you'd never guess that when I married her she
weighed less than half her present mind-boggling weight. Meaning, I've
decided, that I'm probably not fulfilling her emotional needs.
I keep telling her this. "Bernice, maybe I'm the wrong guy for you. If I
fulfilled your emotional needs, you wouldn't eat so much."
"Elliott," she replies, "it has nothing to do with you. I've always loved to
eat, but Daddy was so strict about keeping me slim that I nearly starved until
I married you."
So there we stand. Except that my whale-sized wife with her bland
moon-face and perpetually moving mouth won't admit that she's not
fulfilling my emotional needs. Or any other kind for that matter. It doesn't
even bother her that we no longer share our king-sized bed. It doesn't bother
her because now she has more room to - literally - spread out. But no
matter. There are other fish in the sea. And, I must admit, every now and
then I do sink my line into some tempting fresh-water pond. But one of these
days, I keep promising myself, I'm going to catch a pretty little specimen and
swim off to live happily ever after.

a
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A fantasy? Maybe not. After all, how long can a man stay married to a
human garbage pail? Everything goes into that woman's mouth. Everything.
Her whole day is spent buying the food, cooking the food, eating the food.
After which she's usually so knocked out that I, her helpful hubby, having
been brought up to take care of myself and my belongings, feel constrained
to pitch in and clean up the kitchen. Not much of a life, is it? Two years ago,
before I got myself into this situation, I should have heeded that orange
caution light flashing in my brain: Proceed At Your Own Risk.
But two years ago, there I was, newly arrived in The Big City with very
few dollars in my pocket and very few prospects for anything more exciting
than getting myself mugged. Yes, there I was. But so were thousands of other
dropouts from small Midwestern colleges that no one ever heard of. Most of
us with one thing in common: the desire to make a bundle of money.

***

In my case, the only bundle I can get my hands on is the weekly load of
wash which I haul, wrapped in a sheet, to the roach-infested laundromat
around the corner from my West Side rooming house. And the house, a
former tenement sandwiched between a funeral home and a massage parlor, is
also nothing to brag about. Of all those setting foot in its mildewed hallways,
the only one with enough money to live elsewhere is the landlord. And he lucky man - lives in Scarsdale. In the meantime, until I get a little luckier
myself, I wind up selling aluminum storm windows at Korvettes. ("Ten
percent down, sir, the balance in easy credit payments.")
The job is only a stepping stone as far as I'm concerned, but l make it my
business to dress like a successful young man-on-the-go. As proof that I
succeed in this modest goal, my colleagues, admiring my flair for getting it all
together on a limited budget, take to inquiring what a guy like me is doing in
storm windows.
Yes, I ask myself, what's a guy like me doing in storm windows? And,
looking for a way out - how I'm looking! -· I try the swinging singles scene
along the upper East Side. (Now that coming-out parties are passe, even the
richest girls mingle with more plebeian types.) But the girls I meet -· most of
them secretaries, editorial assistants, and part-time actresses, earn even less
than I, an eager hot-shot who knows enough to hustle his rump off whenever
a juicy commission is involved.
Despite all my hustling, however, that bundle of money continues to elude
me, and my stepping stone soon becomes a stumbling block. But then, on one
of those glorious spring days when both my finances and my outlook are at
an equally low ebb because no one is buying storm windows, one of my
friends in plumbing supplies, a stringy-haired, ring-around-the-collar type,
drops a china sink on his instep, and as his foot swells to the point where he
figures it might be broken, he begs me to do him a favor and take out the girl
he's scheduled to date that evening.
"Lissen," Barney says to me, "I'm all signed up with this terrific computer
dating service, but I hadda break the last two dates 'cause my ex-wife dumped
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our big-mouth kids on me both times. If I don't keep this appointment,
Compu-Date'll cancel my contract."
"Sorry," I tell him, hoping to cut my losses by working late, "it's not
worth my time."
"I'll make it worth your time," says Barney, and he produces two greasy
five dollar bills from his plastic billfold.
By offering this pittance to a man of my expectations, he manages to
catch me off guard. "OK," I tell him, "but she better not be a dog."
"What kinda dog?" he says. "I told the computer I want to meet a little
blue-eyed blonde. So she's your type too, Bunson; take my word."
But as I wait by the newsstand in the Time-Life Building, I successively
approach three doll-sized blue-eyed blondes: 'Excuse me, Miss, are you
Bernice Hathaway?"
"No," says the first one.
"Get lost, Mister," says the second.
"I'm waiting for my husband, Love, but you can have my phone number,"
says the third.
Just as I'm ready to give up (and the security guard is ready to warn me
about loitering), this big brown-eyed brunette comes scurrying over to me.
"Barney," she says in a high-pitched little-girl voice, "you look exactly the
way I knew you'd look!" And she gazes at me as hungrily as if I were a Swiss
chocolate bar.
"But I'm not Barney," I tell her and, introducing myself, briefly explain
what happened to him.
"Wow," she says, "I think it's fate, Elliott, don't you?"
"I don't believe in fate," I tell her, not knowing whether to be flattered or
annoyed by her cow-eyed adoration. "What would you like to do?" I inquire
as we leave the building. "Have a drink, dance, go to a movie?"
"It's not what you do," she says, matching her steps to mine, 'It's who
you're with."
I decide to change the subject. "You, urn, go to school, Bernice?"
A one-sided shrug: "I used to."
"And what are you into now?"
"Sometimes I read a magazine. I watch T.V. I play a little solitaire. Or I go
for a ride on a bus." She smiles at me. "It doesn't take much to make me
happy."
"You must have some kind of goal in life?"
She bobs her head. "I want to learn to be a good cook."
Translation: She wants to get married. But not to me, I silently put her on
notice. Not a chance. "You live with your parents?" I ask.
"Just my father," she says. "He's the only family I've got."
"I see," I tell her, and mentally drawing in her background, picture a
tacky three-room apartment at the end of the subway line somewhere in
Brooklyn, Queens, or The Bronx. "And you don't work?" I say disbelievingly.
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"Daddy doesn't want me to," she confides. "Of course he gives me
whatever I need."
One of those, I tell myself, and imagine her father, bare-chested and
beer-swilling, parking himself in front of the T.V. and loudly announcing that
no daughter of his is gonna go out and grub for a few lousy bucks when she
could be home keeping the refrigerator stocked with his nightly six-pack.
"Let's go to a movie," I suggest, wanting to put off the inevitable subway ride
for as long as possible. But as we walk toward the nearest theater, she tripping
over her feet because she can't take her eyes off me, I begin to wonder if I
should write a nasty letter to Compu-Date (I already know what I'm going to
tell Barney when I see him!) or chalk the whole thing up to experience. Not
that this girl is bad-looking. Or aggressive. Or opinionated. Or domineering.
She's just not - anything. As I sit with her through an endless G-rated movie,
I definitely make up my mind to write the letter.
But when I offer to take her home and much to my surprise her tacky
three-room apartment turns out to be a duplex on Sutton Place, I tell myself
that the letter needn't be worded in a nasty way. And when she introduces
me to her father, and Mr. Machismo turns out to be one of those
rare-books-and-vintage-wine types, I decide that a reasonable man thinks
twice before writing any letter. Good thing I reach this conclusion, because
the moment I recall that Bernice is the old son-of-a-witch's only living
relative, I know there isn't going to be a letter.
"Bernice," says her father as he beckons me to a seat on a Louis-TheSomething-Or-Other sofa, "be a good girl and ask Lizette to brew us some
coffee."
Bernice goes to give the maid her father's instructions. As soon as she's out
of ear-shot, her father turns to me.
"How did you meet my daughter, Mr. Bunson?"
The question takes me by surprise. I hesitate- and something warns me to
give him the answer that he obviously expects.
"Through a dating service," I tell him.
"Mr. Bunson, has it occurred to you that a girl in Bernice's circumstances
doesn't need a dating service to meet eligible men?"
"Definitely," I tell him, though I would never have sworn to it earlier in
the evening.
"My daughter," he goes on, "is an unusual girl. She's been sheltered all her
life and therefore is not as sophisticated as other girls her age. And recently
she was told by a fortune teller that she would soon meet the one man who
was destined to make her happy, the meeting to be arranged through a
computerized dating service whose name the fortune teller just happened to
see in her crystal ball. As I've said, Bernice is young and impressionable.
Instead of realizing that this gypsy-from-Flatbush gets a kickback for
referring people to the dating service, she chooses to believe that it's some
kind of heavenly omen. Mr. Bunson, even if you turned out to be Mickey
Mouse, she would have convinced herself that fate had arranged your
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meeting." He regards me with a look which implies that I'm in cahoots with
the phony gypsy.
"To be honest with you, Mr. Hathaway," I confess, "I'm just a last-minute
replacement for a guy I hardly know." And I go on to describe my colleague
with his broken foot, his ex-wife, and his bratty kids.
"So things could have been a lot worse," Mr. Hathaway muses aloud when
I've finished and, lighting a cigar, .begins looking at me with what appears to
be friendly interest. "But how do you feel about such- occult phenomena?"
"It's a lot of hokum," I tell him, wondering how any modern girl could be
as naive as Bernice. Her father, frowning, seems to be thinking the same thing.
"I'm glad you see it my way," he says, and his voice becomes confidential.
"I do worry about her, you know." Before he can elaborate, Bernice returns
and so does her father's smile. "Ah, here's Daddy's little girl again. You are
Daddy's little girl, aren't you, sweetheart?"
Bernice shakes her head. "I take after my mother," she tells him. "You
know that, Daddy, but you never want me to say so."
''Why do you keep insisting that you take after your mother?" He makes a
face like someone tasting rhubarb for the first time. "You couldn't possibly
remember her after all these years."
"But I do, Daddy." The voice is a five-year-old's. "I remember her
because she was soft and warm and she always bought me the kind of candy I
liked."
"She bought it for herself, dear," Mr. Hathaway angrily concludes. And it
occurs to me that Daddy is indeed a formidable character, especially to a girl
as passive as Bernice. As if seeking reassurance from me, she seats herself right
next to me on the sofa -but on the side that's furthest from her father.
"You see, Mr. Bunson -"Daddy amputates his cigar ash on the edge of an
ashtray, "for fifteen years I've had to be both father and mother to my little
girl. But maybe now she's finally old enough to stand on her own feet."
Perhaps I'm reading too much into Daddy's words, but it daw~ on me
that he wouldn't be averse to giving up his "little girl" if the right man came
along. And furthermore, if I wish to be considered as such, and my
background checks out, Daddy would be happy to oblige. For a second or
two, I wonder what his motives are. But why, I reason, should I worry about
his motives? After all, with the price of poultry nowadays, a bird in the hand
is worth a lot more than it used to be.
Thinking it over, I turn my eyes toward the huge oil painting above the
marble fireplace.
"That's a Picasso," says Daddy. "I picked it up at an auction -got it for a
very good price, by the way."
"It's very impressive," I tell him. "I've always admired Picasso." Of course
having never seen one at such close range before, I've done no such thing. But
if the price is right, as Daddy has made it clear, I can learn to admire just
about anything.
"Bernice," I whisper as the maid serves us coffee in what appear to be
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antique Limoges cups, ''you may be right about fate bringing us together. As
a matter of fact-" I stir my coffee with a silver spoon from Tiffany's- "I'm
almost positive that you're right."
"Of course I am," she happily agrees, and as she does, I silently chastise
myself for not realizing a lot sooner that even a bland girl like Bernice needs a
little romance in her life. But better late than never, I tell myself, and
immediately start to make up for lost time. So much so, that when she fmally
shows me to the door and kisses me goodnight, not only do I concede that
Barney was a good friend after all, but I decide that I too am in love.
Taking the added precaution of checking Daddy's assets in Dun &
Bradstreet (while he in turn queries me about my salt-of-the-earth upbringing), a few days later I pop the question, she answers yes, and together we
buy a matched set of 14-karat his-and-hers rings. Then, almost as fast as we
can pack our Louis Vuitton honeymoon luggage, we become man and wife.
For a wedding present, Daddy gives us a beautifully fur~shed house in a
lovely suburban neighborhood, and to make sure that I don't fall behind on
the taxes, he creates a job for me in the home office of his nationally-advertised girdle firm. My title is impressive: Assistant to the Second Vice
President. But there is no Second Vice President, and therefore nothing much
for me to do. While I sit in my office, I begin to study towards a degree in
business administration, dabble in the stock market, investigate real estate
opportunities, and in general keep my financial muscles well tuned. Never
know when they'll come in handy, I tell myself, aware that even a gravy train
has to have a caboose. In this case the caboose is Bernice. True to her word,
she's taken up cooking. She starts with cozy little dinners for two, is soon
preparing enough for three, and then for four. Except that nobody else is
ever invited - and I never eat more than I have to. Rather than let anything
go to waste, Bernice relishes the extra portions herself. Within six months of
our wedding she's gained 35 pounds and it gets so that Daddy looks at her
and shakes his head and grumbles that if she doesn't watch out she'll wind up
as gross as her late mother. (Her idealized version of Mommy-love was, as I
discover by the picture she's hidden away from him, an exceedingly fat
woman.)
Despite this, a few weeks later, Daddy puts an arm around my shoulder
and, puffing expansively on his cigar, accompanies me on a tour of his
sprawling factory. "Son," he says as we pause to watch several Spanish-speaking ladies busily sewing zippers into the new line of vein-blue girdles, "some
day this will all be yours." Which (I have to admire the deliberately corny
big-tycoon approach) is his way of persuading me not to walk out on his
rapidly-gaining daughter. I stay, all right. But even though I continue with my
own enterprises, I keep my eyes and ears open to absorb as much as I can
about the bra and girdle business.
Another six months go by. And six months after that. By now Bernice is
so overblown that Daddy winces every time he looks at her. And the fatter
she gets the duller she becomes. It's as if her brain is encased in a huge lump
of puff pastry. She rhapsodizes over a hearty House of Pancakes breakfast,
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becomes ecstatic at the mention of Szechuan cuisine for lunch, and would sell
her soul for a continental dinner at Emilio's. Much to my surprise, though,
she agrees to Daddy's scathing suggestion that she have her jaws wired shut.
"How can I eat if I can't open my mouth?" she explains it to me. And as
soon as she does, I have a mental image of her wedging her bulk into the
dentist's chair, but just as he's about to begin setting the wires in place, she
absent-mindedly starts to nibble on his finger, and that's the end of that.
Before this scenario can be put to the test, however (and I wouldn't bet
that it can't happen), Bernice cancels her appointment.
Daddy is more disgusted with her than ever. "I thought you'd be able to
keep her in line, Elliott," he says to me. "I'm bitterly disappointed. In both
of you." And I realize that as far as Daddy is concerned, I'm merely a
caretaker - a highly-paid son-in-law whose prime function is to relieve T.
Vernon Hathaway of the burden of his painfully dull daughter. As for me,
still luxuriating in the old boy's largesse, I keep telling myself that beggars
can't be choosers, and that whatever's wrong with Bernice was wrong with
her way before I came into this out-of-focus, Grade-B melodrama of a family.
But then one day, suddenly, Daddy is hospitalized with double pneumonia,
and an efficient little size-8 nurse with a smile that looks as if it had been
sewn in place by a plastic surgeon is there to wipe the sweat off his burning
brow and to offer him cooling sips of water at regular intervals.
The next thing I know, Daddy is married to the lady in white and, at her
insistence, he's consolidating all his assets. Which is a fancy term for pulling
the rug out from under us. First to go is the factory and the weekly pay
check. Then Daddy himself. The latter, with Florence Nightingale in tow to
keep a watchful eye on his health and his bank accounts, Amtraks his way
south to a two-acre yacht-and-pool showplace on the intercoastal waterway in
Fort Lauderdale. And outside of an engraved Christmas card that arrives
postage-due a few weeks later with a message informing us that "My dear wife
Nan-Cee" is now Daddy's sole beneficiary, that's the last we hear from them.
Goodbye Daddy, goodbye money and -what the hell? -goodbye Bernice.
But how can I leave her so soon after her father's treachery? That much of
a stinker I'm not. (Besides, it takes time to reassess my finances.) So I hang
around. One week. Two weeks. Three. And before I realize it, four long
weeks have gone by and I'm wondering if I'll ever make the break. Of course I
have to find a job until something better comes along, but that doesn't turn
out to be a problem. I start as a buyer for a huge ladies' intimate apparel
chain and immediately do well enough to afford my own taxes. Meanwhile,
Bernice discovers the joys of Strawberries Romanoff. (A sweet dessert to
punish Daddy for deserting her!) But I'm the one who's being punished. I'm
punished every time I watch her eager tongue dart out to catch a stray drop
of strawberry juice before it runs, wastefully, down her multiple chins. How
I'm punished! Finally I can't stand it any longer.
"Bernice," I announce, "for nearly two years I've been patient, understanding, and helpful around the house. But nothing seems to convince you
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that from here on in, I refuse to stay married to a woman who thinks more
about food than she does about me."
She gives me a blank look. "What are you trying to say, Elliott?"
"Bernice, I want a divorce."
"You're - leaving?"
"Exactly."
"But I don't believe in divorce," she says in her tremulous first-day-atkindergarten voice. "It's for people who are famous. We're not famous. If I
was a Hollywood movie star I could see why you'd want to divorce me. Or if
you were a politician because that's the latest trend according to an article I
read in T.V. Guide." Her wattles begin to quiver. "Elliott, you can't do this
to me. You know I believe in fate. And we were fated to be together. To stay
together. You said so yourself, Elliott. Don't you remember?"
There's no need to answer. Instead, I silently curse myself for having such
a big mouth.
"And it isn't as if I don't love you," she goes on, tears erupting from her
Bossie-the-cow eyes. "I've always dreamed of having my own husband and
my own kitchen and my own stove and my own dishes and -and now that
Daddy's gone, how'll I ever manage by myself?"
"You'll keep the house," I tell her, even though it pains me to give up this
valuable token of Daddy's prior generosity. "The furniture too," I sigh
resignedly, knowing that the contents of our custom-decorated home are
worth even more than the solid brick and stone structure. "And of course I'll
send you money," I conclude, amazed at my own martyr-like generosity in
the face of all those pending alimony checks.
She starts to bawl. "Who cares about the house, the furniture, the money!
I don't want you to go!"
"Bernice," I say (and I'm beginning to sound like a broken record), "I'm
not fulfilling your emotional needs. If I was, you wouldn't eat so much."
"Give me one last chance, Elliott. I'll go on a diet right now. Please Elliott!
Please!"
At this point I no longer care if she diets or not, and wouldn't stay with
her even if, by some miracle, she does lose weight. Now that I've finally
psyched myself into giving up the luxurious surroundings I've always wanted
so desperately, I figure the day after tomorrow, a Saturday when I only work
till noon, is a good time to pack up and move out.
Bernice keeps pleading with me. "Just one last chance, Elliott! I swear I'll
go on a diet!"
"If you want to diet," I say, hoping to get her off my back, "feel free to
be my guest."
Tearfully she agrees. And for one whole day she survives on tea and toast,
cottage cheese and coffee, tuna and Tab. But that night she clumps into my
bedroom and wakes me from a sound sleep.
"Elliott, I'm sick. I've been getting these funny pains in my chest and I
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feel so dizzy that I think I'm going to faint. I know it's from the diet. Maybe
it's not the right one for me."
"Bernice," I want to yell at her, "no diet is right for you!" Instead, aware
that I'm in no mood to be hassled, I pretend to nod sympathetically. "You're
upset," I say. "That's why you don't feel well. Tomorrow you'll tell it to a
doctor. If he says you don't have to lose weight, then you can go right on
eating as much as you like."
"And you won't leave me?"
"We'll have to see about that."
"Elliott, be fair! If the doctor says I don't have to diet, then the least you
can do is forget about the divorce."
Sure, I'll forget about the divorce. And the moon is made of blue cheese
and my grandfather just bought a set of wheels and turned himself into a
bicycle. "Tell you what," I deliberately hedge, "let's wait and see what the
doctor has to say." And as I go back to sleep, in my mind I've already walked
out on her, and she's all alone and curled up in bed, and she's sucking her
thumb and crying for her mother.
The next day I get home from work prepared to gather my things
together. For a change, Bernice greets me at the door instead of at the
refrigerator.
"I saw Dr. Schnitzel," she says, barely able to conceal the note of hope in
her voice. "He said you should call him the moment you get in."
By now the whole thing is a game to me, so I decide to play along. With
Bernice at my elbow, I reach for the phone.
"Mr. Bunson," the doctor acknowledges my introduction, "your wife is a
sick woman."
"I guess I shouldn't be surprised," I tell him, figuring that if I know
Bernice, she's probably been eating paper napkins and chicken bones.
"A very sick woman," he adds. "Considering her astounding weight, it's a
miracle that she's still on her feet. I tried to point this out to her, but she
refused to listen. Instead she went on about not feeling sick until she started
to diet."
"That's typical," I say, implying that I too can't be fooled by a woman
who's outgrowing her harem-sized tent dresses. "But doesn't it prove that she
didn't start a moment too soon?"
"It certainly does. Except that she also told me that you made her diet. I
said to her, 'Mrs. Bunson, no one should make you diet,' but before I could
elaborate by saying 'You have to do it for yourself,' she jumped on my words
and insisted that I tell you she's fine the way she is. I saw that I wasn't getting
through to her, so I figured I'd better ask you to explain to her what she
obviously doesn't want to hear."
"And what is that, Doctor?"
"Mr. Bunson, I'll state it as simply as I can. If your wife doesn't stop
gaining at such an alarming rate, I won't be surprised if she doesn't live to
celebrate her next birthday."
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"Wow," I tell him, and imagine a party with Bernice not there to blow out
the candles and eat the whole cake. "That puts everything in a different
perspective."
"What I'd like to do," he goes on, "is put her in the hospital and keep her
under strict observation while we start her on what you might call a 'cold
turkey' diet."
"Ummm," I say. "I'll certainly go along with whatever is best for her."
"If you can work it out, Mr. Bunson,just give me a call."
"I will, Dr. Schnitzel. And thank you very much." I hang up the phone.
And all at once, a wave of money-green relief washes over me as I realize that
not only won't I have to give up our valuable house and furniture now, but I
can save a huge chunk of alimony as well.
Bernice is all ears. "What did the doctor say, Elliott?"
I smile at her. "He says that there's nothing to worry about. Your pains
are gas and your dizziness is nerves. Outside of that, you're in good health."
"But what about the diet?"
I shake my head. "Forget it," I tell her. "You're a big-boned girl and I
have to accept the fact that you just weren't meant to be skinny."
"Oh, I'm so glad!"
"So am I," I tell her. "I was such an idiot, Bernice. To think I actually got
you so upset that you had to see a doctor. I promise you'll never see one
again." Solemnly my right hand covers my heart. "But how can I forgive
myself for nagging at you and intimidating you and threatening to walk out
on you- as if I ever could."
"You mustn't blame yourself, Elliott. You were only doing it for my
benefit."
I blink several times and try to look grateful. Then, as if I'd just gotten a
great idea, I snap my fingers. "Just got a great idea," I announce. "Let's
celebrate, Bernice. To all the good times that lie ahead. I'll call Emilio's, make
a reservation for seven. And guess what I'm going to order? For me, my usual
Dover sole with broiled mushrooms and fresh asparagus - but for you! - an
appetizing antipasto chock-full of spicy salami and mellow provolone; a
platter of succulent scampi with hot crusty garlic bread to soak up all that
palate-pleasing goodness; a steaming bowl of Emilio's famous noodle-rich
minestone; a huge tossed salad with creamy blue cheese dressing and lots of
tasty anchovies and crisp croutons; a juicy double filet mignon with plenty of
tantalizing Bearnaise sauce; a nice fluffy baked potato dripping gobs of
melted butter and topped with a pyramid of luscious sour cream and chives; a
side-order of mouth-watering eggplant parmigiana plus some tender escarole
sauteed in pure imported olive oil; and to wash the whole thing down, a
beautiful big bottle of fine vintage Sauvignon Rouge."
She's practically drooling. "And what about dessert, Elliott?"
"Cheese and crackers for me, of course. And for you, milady -" I smile at
her again - "Strawberries Romanoff."
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The Naked Bird

Marilyn M. Mantay

M

Y next time around, I'll come in as a basket weaver. ..."
"So what?"
"I love textures. Seeing and touching. Being a basket weaver, well,
that says something important about me."
"Bullshit."

That's the way our mornings begin, with utter honesty. Sleep and love
really blow our minds. And we do love each other. We live together and love
each other; and we eat our granola I buy out of the crock at the food store
together; and later on this year, if Hans can just get out of this legal
attachment he has to his wife, which was - as far as I can tell - an
attachment from a former incarnation of his, we'll perhaps be married: if we
feel like it then the way we do now.
You must not picture Hans in an undershirt with hair on his chest and
even on his shoulders just because he talks the way he does, and you must not
picture the two of us sitting on apple boxes eating off a card table just
because we're young and poor. We have rented furniture. Also, we get dressed
every day before breakfast because we have to get right to work. I make
orange juice in the blender, left over from a wedding I announced once only I
canceled, but the man who gave me the blender- a friend of my mother'ssaid I should keep it anyway and he would come over for a sloe gin fizz once
in awhile, but he doesn't. I use it for the frozen orange juice, that's all.
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Actually, Hans and I sit at a table finished in Formica that looks like
walnut, and it's in its own area off the living room. We rented a brown and
gold striped sofa with chromium arms, and a TV. The apartment has a shag
carpet and gold, loose-woven drapes that the morning sunlight filters through.
That's what made me think of textures. I think the room could use some
baskets.
"Brit, will you be home at five?"
"You remember the appointment I have with the doctor? It's today, at
four o'clock. I'll be late getting home, Honey. Would you mind getting
something for dinner?"
"You mean like a pizza? Yeah, I'll get it and save you some you can warm
up when you get here."
"I'd llke a salad." You see, I have these alfalfa sprouts growing in a
wide-mouth jar with cheesecloth over the top. "Couldn't you buy some
lettuce and tomatoes too?"
"Your ankles are swollen already and you've only been up twenty minutes."
"That's why I'm going to the doctor."
"You've been taking your pills I hope."
"Yeah. I don't know. I'll see you tonight." We each have a car, because
that's important for keeping our independence, Hans says. Hans is into cars,
and I'm not sure what I'm into. Maybe baskets. I'm still looking.
Hans is a person who sells used cars, but that is not what he wants to do. I
think it's good for a person like him - a sensitive person - to be as close to
what he really wants as he can be. I wish he would put up a track in the
apartment to race his little cars on, but he says it's too much trouble right
now. He has the cars, though, right there on our dresser. What Hans really
wants to do is build the best racing car in the world and take it to Europe to
the road races and drive it himself, right down the streets of Monaco, just like
on television.
Well, I just work as an insurance person, checking medical insurance forms
all day. I make sure every line has something written on it, even a "None."
It's a pretty important job, but very dull. Any more, I don't even like to
touch paper; I used to have sensitive fmgers but now I don't; I think all the
sensitivity is smoothed out of them by paper. All that paper. It's not like
cloth or baskets; it's not as interesting as plastics.
Today I'm going to eat lunch with Iva and Garnet and Evelyn, at the steak
place. I don't like to go there too much. They call the steak "ground sirloin,"
but it's soft and slithery clear through and doesn't feel like the ground meat I
have at home; somebody told me it's all the tenderizer they put on it. Last
time I ate there, the meat tasted like it was about to turn. I guess they have to
keep it around long enough for the tenderizer to work. When I think what
that might do to your stomach, I sort of stick to salads for awhile. Maybe I
can grow lettuce in pots on my windowsill.
Iva is the best friend I have at the office, my only friend really, because
when you work and care for your place, you don't have time to make friends.
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Hans is my friend, of course. I work with Garnet and Evelyn, and they eat
with us too, but I like Iva. You can really talk to her. I got very worried
about my ankles and it was Iva insisted I go to the doctor. You got the
insurance, was what she said, so why not use it?
I don't know. I just went to the Women's Clinic for my pills. I don't think
I've seen a doctor since the last time Mom took me for tonsilitis. That was a
long time ago, and she doesn't like me living with Hans. She doesn't come to
see me. She works too, clear across town, and she doesn't have a car. I go see
her sometimes on Saturdays. Hans works Saturdays.
Iva is taking us to lunch in her car, but I ask them could we go somewhere
else? I don't feel like steak. Maybe soup, or salad. Garnet says we could go to
Mariana's Kitchen since we are already in the car. Sure, says Iva; she loves the
plants there.
Some places are as plain as the twenty-first century, you know? 2001,
anyway, because we already know about that. But some places are like parks.
They have ferns and water, and driftwood and shells, and all sorts of woven,
knotted things. You can hide in those places, hide in their shadowy corners,
dissolve. It's like that at Mariana's Kitchen.
I want our apartment to be something in between, because sometimes you
want to stand out and be you, and sometimes you want to hide, like Rima
the birdgirl in the movie they had on TV last week. I have on my long green
and brown flowered dress because I hate my ankles, and anyway I want to be
the birdgirl.
We get our little trays, me with soup and the others with sandwiches that
spill out sprouts and ooze avocado and tomato, and I perch on my chair, with
an ivy trailing beside me, and the wood of the table grained and knotted but
old and polished so I can see my arm reflected in it when I raise my soup
spoon.
"Hey, Brit," says Evelyn, "you should see yourself, wasting away, just
wasting, and I'd think you had morning sickness you probably have such
good times for yourself, you and that stud."
"Shut up, Ev. She takes the pill for God's sake." Iva is a friend. "Do you
feel better, Brit? Soup looks good." Iva is older, like a mother. I think Ev's
mother took one look at her and threw her back. She's got no mothering in
her at all. Usually I just laugh at her and say something like, Come around
and get some too, Ev, any hour. He's man enough for two.
But I don't feel too well right now, and I keep thinking that there may be
something more to life than just working to eat just so you got the strength to
make love all night.
"Look at the begonia there in the window." Iva's pointing and she has a
happy look on her face that tells us she's discovered something, and she
makes it happy for us too. There's a small, compact mound of dark green
with tiny rounds of white all over it, a little plant flowering for all it's worth
in its own little spot in the dappled sunlight of the restaurant window.
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"It's bad," says Garnet, who always seems to use the words we used last
year, as the very latest.
I look at the macrame wall-hanging, above Garnet's head on the wall
behind her. It has heavy knotting in a diamond shape near the center top, and
then it's loose, with brown and white beads put on the separated strands that
come out like rays from the diamond. I follow the design with my eyes,
triangles and diamonds, and I see why they used the beads: to give your eyes
a rest.
"Why you staring into space, Brit?"
"I'm not, Garnet. I'm looking. Looking."
"That macrame's not much," says Ev.
"It's bad," says Garnet, twisting around to see it.
Near the coffee, which you get up to pour for yourself, is a little basketa little decoration - and it's filled with smooth white stones, like tiny eggs
gathered from a hundred tiny nests, long ago.
I wish I hadn't seen it.
"Get the hell back here, Brit," calls Ev. "It's almost time to go." My
ankles hurt, and I practically waddle back to the table.
In school, in elementary school, this teacher tried to teach us science. We
had an incubator, yellow plastic with a clear plastic lid and an electric light
inside. We tried to hatch some eggs, some small white eggs. Only one hatched.
One Monday morning, there was this new bird, transparent in the incubator
light, with eye bulges and spinal cord and brain dark in pale pink skin. Its thin
wings had sharp angles, and its tiny legs were smaller than, well, than a
grasshopper's. Its beak was a sharp, pink "V ," and its mouth extended wide
to take the hard-boiled egg yolk the teacher said it would eat. Once I saw it
lift the tip of its wing as if to scratch its head. Each leg had a spur and three
curving toes. Once I saw it stand.
Next day, next day, its belly had grown large, and it couldn't stand at all,
and we stood around the incubator with one concentrated thought, one
shared but single question, like a prayer: will it live? The only bird we've ever
had, will it, with its little swollen belly, live?
And it did not, I guess. After lunch hour the incubator was put away and no
one spoke of the bird again. Down the toilet, whoosh, said a boy. Yep,
whoosh, said a girl. But it was science time anyway, and the teacher tried to
teach us science. I went outside at recess and I cried.

The doctor had a waiting room a lot like our apartment, and if Hans had
been there to talk to, I'd have said he rents his furniture in the same place we
do. It makes you wonder if he doesn't know, either, how long he'll be here. I
wish Iva could have come. I bought some gum to chew.
Hans likes to chew gum- bubble gum- and he can watch TV and talk to
me and blow bubbles all at once. He says it's why his wife threw him out. I
don't chew bubble gum. I never have had to take anything for my nerves, but
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sometimes I chew just plain spearmint to make me feel better.
The doctor tells me what I probably know already: I'm pregnant and not
just four or five weeks either. He doesn't think I'm too strong and healthy
{I'm very thin) and he prescribes all sorts of pills, iron and calcium and all
those, but he keeps looking at me and finally asks if I'm one of those girls
who's really come to talk about an abortion. It kinda makes me mad, but he
says he always wants to face facts. It wouldn't be easy, he says, and I'd have
to go into the hospital.
"I always took the pill because my work is very important and my health
too," I said. "Until I met Hans. We do love each other and will perhaps be
married."
The doctor gives me the prescriptions and says to keep in touch and the
nurse will give me a card for the next appointment.
Going home, I stop at Cost Plus, and there I see a basket, kind of like an
old-fashioned market basket, and it could be for a baby. It's $11.95, but I
buy it. It's payday anyway. Then I remember that I want to see our
horoscopes. I stop at the drugstore to leave the prescriptions and I buy a
newspaper.
"What did the doctor tell you," Hans mumbles. He is still eating pizza and
watching Hollywood Squares.
"A baby. We're going to have a baby."
"We. Bullshit."
"It's a day you'll have great news, Hans. That's what your horoscope says.
I read it when I bought the paper."
"I had great news already, and it's that I'm going back to my wife. She
wants me home."
"We do love each other, Hans."
"Bullshit."
He goes to the bedroom and begins to rummage through the dresser. With
perfect honesty, I know it's really something to find your way back home,
but I can't help him pack. I sit down, tired as I can be, and stare down at the
basket I've brought home.
"Hey, Brit," says Hans, coming to the door. "You're tough, kid. Really
tough."
"Yeah, I'm bad." I don't pay much attention. I'm still staring at the
basket. In it I see the naked bird.
"If he'd of married you," my mom starts out when she comes to see me
the next week at the hospital, but I shake my head.
"I'd of moved in and shared the rent," says Iva. "I know you're not so
tough."
I let them talk. All I think is, I got three days from work and it's
important I get back. Bullshit.
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DRAMA
Algerian Theater
of the Fifties:
Kateb Yacine's

Les Ancetres redoublent de ferocite is translated from Le Cercle des Represailles with
the permission of Kateb Yacine and his publisher, Le Seuil.

Les

Anc~tres

Redoublent
de Ferocite

BERNARD ARESU

K

ATEB Yacine, the foremost French-speaking Algerian writer of
Maghreb ian ancestry, is the author of numerous uncollected poems,
two novels, and several dramatic pieces. He was born in 1929 in
Constantine, Algeria, where he received a bilingual education - in Arabic at
the earlier stages, then in French after entering a colonial secondary school. A
precocious writer nourished by the lyrical oral traditions of his native Algeria
and an eclectic reader of classical Greek theatre, French Symbolist and
Surrealist poetry, and the works of Bertolt Brecht, James Joyce, and
William Faulkner, his own literary creations reflect a rich variety of poetic
and intellectual traditions. Because of political involvement against French
colonial rule during the demonstrations of 1945, Kateb Yacine was expelled from school at an early age. Like so many of the characters of his
plays and novels, he subsequently led, in exile, the intense, nomadic, and
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exacting life "of a thousand and one occupations and as many residences"
while managing to write numerous literary contributions for such magazines
as Le Mercure de France, La Nouvelle Critique, Les Temps Modernes, Jeune
Afrique, and Esprit. Kateb Yacine now resides in Algeria where he is involved
in the writing and staging of theatrical productions for native audiences.
Because of the current absence of translations in English of North African
literary works, little of the man's unusually rich literary contribution to
contemporary literature is known in the United States. One exception is
Richard Howard's superb translation of Nedjma, (Paris: Le Seuil, 1956; New
York: Braziller, 1961), a rich, often difficult piece of fiction dealing with the
quest of four men for an elusive woman, both femme fatale and mythical
figure around whom Kateb elaborates a complex mythical structure both
personal - incorporating individual experience - and collective - dealing
with the gestation and growth of Algerian national consciousness. The novel
lyrically intertwines several narrative levels: those of pure fiction and legend,
history and myth, and it takes place in the momentous setting of the age-old
Algerian quest for national integrity. So dense is the lyrical dimension of the
novel and so rich its mythical allusiveness that it represents an unusually
significant contribution to modern literature. Its originality rests on the
successful way the multi-faceted social drama of an era is transformed into a
fictional tragedy transcending its historical background and telling, in sumptuous and often Faulknerian accents, the drama of Man himself.
Kateb acknowledged his fascination for the Yoknapatawpha saga in 1975
to an interviewer of El Moudjahid {Algiers: April4, 1975): "Faulkner is a
genius, a literary convict fighting hand to hand with the actuality of
characters to the extent that despite his reactionary, puritan, racist and
sometimes fascistic side, their portrayal is a magnificent one, at times superior
to that of Black writers. (In Light in August, and as opposed to Camus) one
realizes that the author did not evade his universe but assumed it .... I could
not help being influenced by Faulkner especially since Algeria, when I was
writing, was a kind of Southern United States ... with somewhat identical
problems." If the fictional lyricism of Nedjma and some aspects of its
narrative structure show affinities with the Faulknerian fictional mode, they
evolve, however, from an essentially Maghrebian sensitivity and its esthetic
tradition of incantatory repetition and arabesquelike sense of order.
Kateb Yacine is also well-known for his theatrical productions and
especially for the two dramas collected with a farcical comedy inLe Cercledes
Represailles ("The Circle of Reprisals," Paris: Le Seuil, 1959). Such dramas,
at first clandestinely produced because of their political messages, combine an
intense personal vision with the collective mythical yearnings of a nation in
the making. Esthetically, they are molded by their author's individual
experience, by his psychological affinity with ancient Greek dramatic heroes,
by his empathy with the political didacticism of Brecht's theatre, and above
all, by the ethological and cultural roots of an Algerianism that poetically and
convincingly reaches into universalism.
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Both of the plays are closely connected with the novel Nedjma, each
centering on two of its protagonists. Three central characters from Nedjma
appear in the first play, Le Cadavre Encercte ("Beleaguered Corpse"). The
drama deals with Lakhdar's escape from the French colonial police and his
death at the hands of his stepfather who opposes his political ideals. Despite
the subplot of an implicit but tense rivalry between Lakhdar and his best
friend Mustapha on the one hand, and Nedjma and Marguerite on the other,
the play focuses on the martyr-like agony of the protagonist, unfolding
through multiple vignettes on both historical and mythical planes. At the
beginning of the drama, Lakhdar is a wounded and dying political demonstrator whose trials and tribulations the spectator will learn from other
characters and through truncated episodes going back and forth in time until
his death in the final scene of agony. But Lakhdar's portrayal is also that of a
mythical protagonist embodying the collective unconscious of an entire social
group and whose experience reaches back in memory to the beginning of
beginnings. "Encercle," together with "The Cercle" of the trilogy title,
suggest oppression and confinement, but also connote fatality and a sense of
experiential recurrence. Loss of father, estrangement from mother and lover,
eternal wandering, the wound of war, the wound of birth at the beginning of
the play - all work toward the formulation of a collective myth of dispersal
and rebirth enacted by a symbolic Lakhdar celebrating "the plenitude of the
masculine plural." The circle and the tree symbolize rebirth in this drama,
and if Tahar's knife succeeds in nailing Lakhdar to the trunk of a sterile
orange tree, the play ends, nevertheless, with a lusty victory over death in the
comic portrayal of Lakhdar's impish son and successor atop the same tree.
Unlike Le Cadavre Encerc/e, with its urban setting, LesAncetres Redoub/ent de Ferocite ("Ever More Fierce are the Ancestors") takes place in a
rural setting. It resorts, nevertheless, to similar dramatic effects, themes, and
symbolism. Image and symbol clusters are less luxuriant, however~ and the
play is quite shorter and more economically assembled. Its lyricism stems less
from individual monologues {like the stream of consciousness monologues in
Le Cadavre, for instance) than from the incantatory device of the chorus and
choryphaeus borrowed from classical Greek tragedy.
The play deals basically with the character of Nedjma now as the avatar of
"la femme sauvage" (the tameless woman, or woman of the wild) who since
Lakhdar's death has haunted in solitude and delirium a ravine from which she
takes her nickname. Her sole visitor there is a vulture, bird of prey incarnating
both the tormented shadow of the deceased lover and, later in the play, the
principle of necessary destruction and death which will fulfill the myth of
tribal appeasement and unity. Escaping from prison in the opening scene,
Mustapha and Hassan avenge Lakhdar's death by killing Tahar, now a puppet
official at the service of the colonial cause, and both set out in search of the
woman. The war is raging, and the chorus of women and a group of men
fleeing colonial soldiers meet in a desert. Hassan and Mustapha rescue the
women being led into captivity but then engage in fatal rivalry over Nedjma.
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The death of the protagonists at the end of the play - Mustapha survives,
blinded by the vulture - suggests the failure and destruction of individual
passion on behalf of the ancestors' dream of tribal integrity.
Whereas stage directions display Kateb Yacine's faith in the frugal simplicity of dramatic lyricism as expressed by the chorus (that "central character
of tragedy"), nothing is said in the play of some of the scenic devices used
and of their intended effect. The playwright was closely familiar with
Brecht's theatre, had met the German writer in person, and had theoretically
disagreed with the theory of spectatorial detachment and its didactic
implications. Not that he was against theatre arousing social awareness: if this
were to be done, however, it must not occur at the expense of the poetic
ritual of collective empathy.
It is worthwhile to note that Les Anc~tres adds to its Greeklike incantations and their movement of lyrical trepidation almost expressionistic stage
effects. The setting of Les Ancetres, compared to the other play, appears
more frugal. Except for a brief prison vignette at the beginning of the play,
the stage remains mostly bare and uses a section of wall (the prison wall),
which becomes, in turn, a screen on which the shadow of the vulture looms.
The device, like the gong or {in an earlier scene) "the violent lights" on the
tameless woman, is not as sensorially triturating as Lakhdar's slow and
deliberate delirium, as the wild sweeping of the projector light, or as the use
of blaring loudspeakers simultaneously with the "screeching of birds of ill
omen" in Le Cadavre. But it represents a clear cut shift from the spell of the
poetic word that binds audience and drama to the magic of hallucinatory
effects that jolt the spectator into a state of painful awareness of sociopolitical realities and their humanistic value. In that sense, Kateb's play
situates itself between the extreme positions of the theatre of Aeschylus and
that of Brecht. The drama of LesAncetres, !ar from reducing man to an
exalted, state of individual introspectiveness, deals with characters whose
existence and motivation are significantly shaped by historical and social
factors in settings interlacing historical reality with dramatic lyricism.
The following is a translation of the last third of the play. After the escape
from prison, and after Tahar's murder and the tameless woman's first
trancelike encounter with the vulture, Hassan and Mustapha have abducted
Nedjma and will soon face the looming hostility of the jealous vulture and of
the soldiers at their pursuit. The denouement, however, does not take place
directly on stage but evolves almost ritualistically through the narration of
the chorus, with the constant help of the background screen and the graphic
and supernatural images it introduces into the drama.
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(Darkness. Light. Hassan, Mustapha, the tameless woman and the
chorus are looking for a track in the desert. Throughout their progression with its inevitable stops, the young women fall, exhausted. One
only is standing, who assumes the role of the Coryphea. Predestined to
the total awareness of tragedy, she is going to tell, before collapsing, the
story of the three characters in the desert: Hassan, Mustapha, and the
tameless woman who, during the speech, enact what she reveals, in total
simultaneity. Their action must be silent to assume full significance.)
CORYPHEA: After the abduction they walk
They walk, the three of them
Chased by the army
(Shots)
Without water, bread, and bullets
They walk themselves to madness
And the delirium of both friends
Confronting the woman
Exacerbates the rivalry
(The tameless woman drops her veil, unable to put it back on, revealing
her beauty... )
Death is a better choice they seem to think
In a now soothing delirium
(The woman turns out to be Nedjma)
It is better to die in the woman's arms
But she, more tameless than ever walks at a distance
In full sunlight, full of pride
And enhances in the night
The vastness of their star-shaped polygon.
Yes she walks, but at a distance, still unaware of the unfolding drama.
(Pause. Hassan and Mustapha stop face to face.)
CORYPHEA: (Accelerating her delivery) The two friends cast one another
the same withering looks
They both understand that one of them must fall
And they stand motionless like two rocks on the sand
But the challenge is a farewell, the recognition of a friendship tarnished in its zenith,
They shoot at one another almost with tears,
With tears, yes with tears
Simultaneously
(Hassan and Mustapha shoot at one another. Hassan collapses. The
tameless woman, walking at a distance, has not yet realized the incident
which has unfolded in a flash. Warned by the shots, she turns around
and suddenly falls by Hassan's body.)
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CORYPHEA: Thunderstruck, as if by the echo of the shots,
The tameless woman stoops, she drops to her knees!
(Pause. Mustapha frantically wields his empty revolver, then seizes the
one Hassan has dropped and hurls it with the same frenzy: no bullets
are left. Mustapha slowly gazes at the two bodies lying on the sand
while the close-up of the vulture reappears on the screen.)
CORYPHEA: It is the hour of the vulture
The survivor cannot help it
He cannot even tum against him
The tools of death
A derision promised
To one who had wasted a bullet
On a traitor, when cutting off his nose would have been enough ...
This student, this novice can be credited with two murders:
After avenging a friend, he kills another, and this is not the
end!
CHORUS: It is the hour of the vulture.
CORYPHEA: All wars are fratricidal
All true wars will bring back the memory
Of incestuous cannibals.
CHORUS: Yes all wars are similar to that of the Greeks for Helen:
From love to death war is the shortest path,
CORYPHEA: And as far as memory will go, a tameless woman is
actively devouring men, without hatred or pity.
Between life and death her choice remains equivocal:
She is from the tribe of the eagle and the vulture.
(A gong sounds. The lights dim. Enter, frontstage, a group of old men
bearing a sign on which can be read in large letters: CENTRAL
COMMITTEE OF THE ANCESTORS. Darkness.)
CHORUS OF THE ANCESTORS (in the dark):
We, ancestors, we living in the past
We are the strongest of multitudes
Our number increases ceaselessly
And we are expecting additional help
To exercise a more subtle weight on our planet
And to dictate our laws.
We, Central Committee of the ancestors,
Are sometimes tempted to speak to the earth,
To tell our children: courage
Board the vessels of death
Come, it is your tum to join the ancestral legions
Now close to conquering
Both time and space
But the living know neither how to live nor how to die
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They take no thought of the ancestors
Still at their bedsides!
And yet he who listens cannot help hearing;
He who does not fear to scrutinize the void
Will not fail to see the black spot grow that haunts it:
In desperation we have chosen the vulture
As the male unsuspected bearer of our message
Yes, the vulture, and his passage is a sentence of death
And he soars above your agony
In his restless and remote meditation ...
CORYPHEA: (in the dark): It is the hour of the vulture!
(There appears on the screen under the vulture's picture a column of
enemy soldiers scanning the horizon. The gong sounds slowly.)
CORYPHEA: At the sight of the soldiers and the soaring vulture,
Mustapha awakes to reality
He remembers that Hassan had a knife
He searches his victim's pockets
But the knife will now be powerless
It cannot match the ammunition of a whole column
Which is going to move around us
We have no hope of escape or ruse
In this immensity of light and sand
There remains only the desperate sally
But Mustapha cannot gamble the fate of the woman he loves
Cannot abandon her
Can neither wake her up, take her away from the vulture
Nor defend her against the assailants, nor decide upon murdering her.
(The screen turns dark. The light shifts. Mustapha, knife in hand, draws
close to the prostrate woman, but strengthless, he cannot bring himself
to the final act.)
MUST APHA: Here is the rose caught by the throat
And leaning on her stem, fulfilling her fate!
Should the rose be abandoned to sandstorms, to the kiss of the
vulture?
Should I cut the rose's throat or accept her desecration?
Tameless woman, spilling ever so little of your blood is the
only crime I have been denied!
Never alert enough to the sudden intrusion of rivalry
Never alert enough, I shall not be able to bend you.
CORYPHEA: (feigning to opt for sacrifice): She aroused your violence with
impunity: let her break upon you.
MUST APHA (fighting the necessity of murder): Am I the victim of scruples?
Could she expect me to deal the finishing stroke?
What murderer would not dread the murder of a guiltless victim.
Should I maim this feminine face this marvelous fatality?
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CORYPHEA: Woe to the conqueror for everyone of his conquests
Endless is the mourning of her who oppres!\es, unconquered!
(The picture of the soldiers becomes sharper on the screen, at the
expense of the vulture who stirs at this intrusion in his domain, the
intimate mortuary of the desert. As the soldiers draw close, the young
women fallen during the march painfully get up. They unsteadily
manage to join the coryphea. At this point legend takes over from
history; through this collective delirium, the chorus becomes the central
character of tragedy. The last word is his: nothing belongs to man who
must share everything within this world's mystery, his mask and his
secret, his passion, even at the cost of his very existence. This is
essential in the unfolding of tragedy where legend proves more true,
more generous and !fZOre lucid than history: it is the revenge of the
ancient word, of poetry in theatre over theatre; the chorus in front of
the screen dominates dramatic technique in order to offer the modern
world the taste of frugality it has lost.)
CHORUS (bemoaning the fate of the untamed woman): Let us bewail
the victim that lingers
Exposed to so many birds of prey!
For her many a vulture has fallen and can no longer feel his
wings!
CORYPHEA: Let us bewail the victim that lingers
Exposed.to so many birds of prey!
CHORUS: Let us bewail the murderer who can no longer hold the weapon
His lover's only order is unhoped for yet he can neither
execute nor outlive it!
CORYPHEA: Let us bewail the murderer who can no longer hold the weapon
More bitter for him are our tears
On his wavering arm hangs the vivid scorn of the maidens!
CHORUS: Tameless woman caught in your evasion, brought back to affliction
The love of men has plundered you
Those who hoisted you in their struggle
And whose arms will not rescue you when falling.
CORYPHEA But the love of men has plundered you,
those who hoisted you in their struggle
And whose arms will not rescue you when falling!
MUST APHA: Like an invader chained by his transgression
I spare and dread the evasive prey
Smothered in the ashes of him who preceded me
CORYPHEA: Like an invader chained by his transgression
(The picture of the vulture dominates the screen again. His flight
becomes faster, as if to overtake the soldiers.)
CHORUS: (anguished}: The vulture, the vulture, the black and
white vulture!
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MUSTAPHA: (shaking the tameless woman): Stand up! The vulture
is soaring
But you are not yet at his mercy
Your heart tingles, it is the hour of the vulture and of the
struggle for life,
I hear your blood pulsing like a brooding storm, on the verge
of awe,
And you are cut to the quick, at the mercy of another abductor!
CHORUS (terrified): Here comes the jealous flesh-eating bird
He is drawing the circle of reprisals around us!
CORYPHEA: (imploring the chorus): Doves of ill-omen
Flee! The vulture's eye alone could tear you to pieces
Flee doves of ill-omen
Elusive, already wounded, flee the belligerent cult of the
widowed bird
Do not allow the implacable vulture to make his choice!

(Lights out. Absolute darkness.)
CORYPHEA (mournfully): The vulture! The vulture! The vulture and
the lover fight over the dead woman's body!
CHORUS (in the dark): Courage! This is the time of the fierce
fight
Of the clash between beak and blade
Slashing at one another, slashing at one another
The furious bird at last flies off again
Drops of blood are falling! Drops of blood are falling!
CORYPHEA (still in the dark): The man with a mask no longer has a face
He will no longer have to lie in wait for the advancing enemy
And we only have to fire our last cartridges.

(Volleys of shots and screams can be heard, and the lights return
progressively on stage where the soldiers are holding the prisoners at
gunpoint. His mask bloodstained, blinded by the vulture's blows,
Mustapha gropes toward the body of the tameless woman which is
being kicked by soldiers making a game of verifying her death. As
Mustapha moves forward, hands stretched out, an officer jokingly holds
out handcuffs in his direction. When he touches the body of the
tameless women for the last time, the handcuffs are closed around his
wrists in an atmosphere of total impassiveness. The vulture reappears a
last time on the screen, flapping his wings, while the column of soldiers
and prisoners depart from the stage, leaving the two corpses behind.
Absolute dark. The gong sounds. The chorus voices can be heard, from
afar.)
CHORUS: No he will not die, he is one of those who spend most of
their lives
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In jail or in the workhouse
It is not the first time.
CORYPHEA: Weapons are always spent, the voice of blood has been
heard too often
Vultures no longer suffice for the macabre cleaning
And the fattened land calls for new ploughing.
CHORUS: We shall not die yet, not this time!
The tameless woman no longer lives but the war embodies her
And the war needs us.
CORYPHEA: The ancestors have been appeased
Since we have deciphered their message
Melted their chains, lived their dream and watched over their
sleep
The ghosts can now rest in peace.
CHORUS: Appeased are the ancestors!

*The translated section of Les Ancetres redoublent de ferocite corresponds to pages
146-54 in Le Cercle des Represailes (Paris: Le Seuil, 1959).
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Fraud as Fact

in Herman Melville's
Billy Budd
Stan ton Garner

In touching upon historical matters the romancer and poet have
generously been accorded a certain license, elastic in proportion to the
remoteness of the period embraced and consequent incompleteness and
incertitude of our knowledge as to events, personages, and dates.
-Herman Melville, "Rammon"

A

particularly baffling problem in Herman Melville's Billy Budd, Sailor,
and, I submit, one which is deeply implicated in its central core of
meaning, is its unusual number of factual errors. If, as has been
thought by most readers, Melville intended to build a substructure of
experiential fact on which to base his story of the impressment, victimization,
crime, and punishment of the Handsome Sailor, if he meant to write a
documentary narrative, then he could hardly have handled his task more
clumsily.
Patient editors have discovered a substantial quantity of these errors.l
Melville misquoted a poem by Milton and one by Tennyson, though by what
means he chanced to do so - whether he was betrayed by faulty memory or
whether he mistranscribed texts which lay before him - is not clear. He
confused the name of G .P.R. James the novelist with that of William James
the naval historian, though he was well aware of the identities of the two
men. He erred in the facts of Admiral Nelson's biography, though he had
consulted more than one source which details those facts. He introduced an
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error about the U.S.S. Somers executions, though his cousin had been
implicated in them and he himself had included the incident in a poem which
he published during the composition of Billy Budd. And he made yet another
error in his account of Pope Gregory's reaction to a band of British
"converts" which he had seen in Rome, though he was able to quote the
statement which Gregory made on that occasion. Most unaccountable of all,
he blundered miserably in his account of Billy Budd's court-martial: he failed
to use even one detail of late eighteenth-century British naval law correctly,
despite the fact that he had been reading the novels of Captain Marryat, and
perhaps those of Captains Chamier and Glascock as well, in which similar
courts-martial are described. All in all, Billy Budd is a genuinely shocking
performance by an otherwise skilled literary craftsman who was a "learned
amateur with an extraordinary memory," who was supposed to have been
paying "attention to dates and circumstances in dealing with ... background
material," and who was composing his nunc dimittis. It is understandable that
his editors have found his lapses "curious" and "surprising."2
These lapses are even more curious and surprising in view of the fact that
"actual men and events" have a strong thematic force in the story. What
assures the reader of Captain Vere's intelligence, sobriety, and reliability, if it
is not his devotion to the facts of history and to inferences derived from
those facts?
With nothing of that literary taste which less heeds the thing conveyed
than the vehicle, his bias was toward those books to which every serious
mind of superior order occupying any active post of authority in the
world naturally inclines: books treating of actual men and events no
matter of what era - history, biography, and unconventional writers
like Montaigne, who, free from cant and convention, honestly and in
the spirit of common sense philosophize upon realities. [Leaves 82 and
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Precisely why the author of Mardi, Moby Dick, Pierre, Piazza Tales, The
Confidence-Man, and Clare/ should have recommended this program of
reading to the commanders of this world is something of a puzzle, since it
excludes those very works. But if Melville believed that a respect for
actualities is the test of a noble character, he exposed himself to ridicule by
handling them so carelessly.
Customarily, his lapses have been explained in terms of his old age - as
signs of encroaching senility or as products of a final indolence. But neither
explanation is at all satisfying. An inspection of the Hayford-Sealts genetic
text (a text constructed by editors who believed that Melville intended
factual accuracy) shows that he worked painstakingly and long on the story,
often concentrating his closest attention on the very passages in which errors
occur. So much for indolence. As for senility, it is beyond reason to believe
that such an error-fraught mind could create an acknowledged literary
masterpiece.
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One additional possibility is that Melville did not intend the narration to
be based in fact, but that he introduced errors purposively. That is not far
from the contention of the late Lawrance Thompson that the narrator is a
foolish, ignorant puppet which Melville manipulated in order to express by
indirection his own contempt for all authority, sacred and profane.3
However, Thompson's contention has found little favor with orthodox
readers, whose attitudes are typified by the following non credo:
Since he does not show why we should believe that Melville used his
narrator for "sinister purposes of burlesque and ridicule" ... except
that it is necessary to his central thesis on Melville - and since almost
no one has seconded Thompson's theory of the unreliable narrator, I
will assume what all other readers have assumed in reading Billy Budd:
that the narrative voice is a reliable guide to the novel's characters and
events.4
We are left with a dilemma. Though he ventured courageously into promising
new interpretive territory, Thompson did not succeed in showing us why we
should question what the narrator tells us. On the other hand, it is difficult to
accept a wholly literalist view, since it appears that the narrator uses irony at
least some of the time; for example, though he says that the savor of Holy
Writ is not intended, since it might offend "many a reader of today" {leaf
135), the narrative actually savors of Holy Writ throughout.
The issue cannot remain unresolved, for a narrator who toys with the
reader tells a wholly different story from that told by a narrator whose words
can be trusted completely: we cannot read the book at all until we know how
to read it. It is necessary to sort through the facts of the novel to determine
exactly how extensive the inaccuracies are, and to investigate their nature, in
order to determine just how much confidence we are justified in placing in
the narrator. If his voice is generally "a reliable guide to the novel's characters
and events," that fact should be established beyond question. If on the other
hand he speaks with "sinister purposes of burlesque and ridicule," then we
must prove that he is doing so and formulate some theory of his intentions.
It is the purpose of this essay to show that Melville did not simply make
some mistakes in handling the facts of history. Instead, he deliberately
introduced errors which are far more serious, far more meaningful, and far
more pervasive than has been realized - so pervasive, in fact, that they
amount to a confidence game. The narrator speaks ironically in order to
encourage the complacent reader to accept error as truth, fiction as fact, folly
as wisdom, and roguery as nobility. There are essentially no unintentional
errors in the story, if an adequate distinction is made between errors and
inconsistencies attributable to the unfinished state of the manuscript, and a
reasonably clear attitude toward Captain Vere and the values which he
embodies and articulates can be discerned in it. Billy Budd is not the flawed
product of Melville's decay, but a finely-tuned masterpiece of ironic subtlety,
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an efficient instrument of retaliation against a public which had withheld the
recognition which it owed him.
I

Properly, the investigation should begin with the central issue of Billy
Budd.s The historical nexus of the story, the paradigm of events which has
fueled dissension between critics, involves two assertions: the first is that the
Great Mutiny was to the defense of England "what a strike in the fire brigade
would be to London threatened by general arson" {leaf 51); the second is
that at any moment during the crisis of the story "the enemy may be sighted
and an engagement result" (leaf 275). For if these two conditions actually
existed, then the precipitous execution of Billy Budd might be defended on
the ground that in a perilous situation where treason threatens a captain may
be forgiven for acting summarily and harshly. But as it happens, neither is
true to the fac~s of history.
To take the second assertion first, the Bellipotent is not in an historically
accurate combat situation. In the fiction, she fights the Atheist in the
Mediterranean Sea, but historically that engagement was next to impossible.
No British force sailed the Mediterranean during the summer of 1797, the
date of the action, for the Mediterranean fleet had been withdrawn to the
Atlantic Ocean in 1796. It did not return until 1798, when Nelson sailed
through the Pillars of Hercules toward his victory at the Nile. Thus Melville
placed the ship and its fleet in a body of water which the English navy had
evacuated, in the exact middle of the period of its absence. Here is the
summary of the situation given in one of Melville's main sources, William
James's Naval History, on the page before the account of the Nore mutiny:
Except for a few weeks at the commencement of the present year
[1797], when Commodore Nelson was on his passage from the Isle of
Elba, and again at its close, when a small squadron ... was sent to
Algiers, scarcely a British cruiser was to be met with to the eastward of
Gibraltar .6
The Bellipotent cannot be one of James's isolated exceptions, since she is a
part of a larger force "up the Straits" {leaf 190).
Historically, in the summer of 1797 the English fleet which had formerly
dominated the Mediterranean waters was based at Lisbon, Portugal, whence
it was blockading Cadiz, a Spanish base on the Atlantic Ocean about 100
miles' sail from the port of Gibraltar and about 50 miles outside of the
entrance to the Straits. Knowing these facts, defenders of the story's
historical accuracy have maintained that the Bellipotent is patrolling near
Cadiz, but the story specifies that she is cruising in the Mediterranean.7 She is
assigned to the "Mediterranean fleet" (leaf 49), an inappropriate term for the
ships of Admiral Jervis in the Atlantic Ocean. And with the Spanish
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blockaded in port, Jervis would hardly have needed scouts so desperately as
to press a line-of-battle ship into that service. Furthermore, events which
occurred in the Atlantic would hardly have been printed in a naval journal as
"News from the Mediterranean" {leaf 340), and no such column for that time
period has been found. Finally, "up the Straits" must refer to the Mediterranean, the common meaning of the phrase in 1797. "Up" in this context
means in the direction from the greater to the lesser body of water, in other
words, from the Atlantic toward the Mrditerranean. The Bellipotent could
not have been in the Straits "up" toward the Mediterranean, since that would
have placed her exactly at Gibraltar.
"On the return passage to the English fleet," the Bellipotent falls in with
the Atheist "not very distant" from Gibraltar {leaves 337 and 338). There is
little likelihood that French warships might have been found at this time in
the Atlantic south of Portugal and Spain: the British fleet was in action
against the Spanish navy alone, not against the temporarily weakened and
inactive French. And if the engagement had occurred near Cadiz, which is
"not very distant" from Gibraltar, it would have been fought in the midst of
the blockading ships rather than on the return route from the "furthest
remove" from the fleet.
No, Melville set his story in an imaginary Mediterranean Sea, and nowhere
else. The Bellipotent is sailing through the watery symbol of civilization, as
the Mediterranean had been to Gun-Deck in Redburn (ch. 21). There the
world is a man-of-war on its voyage out, with an enemy man-of-war always
just over the horizon. What seems to be a realistic, circumstantial setting is in
fact an imaginary, symbolic one.
The Great Mutiny at Spithead and the Nore did occur in early 1797, but
the view of it given by the narrator is the hysterical reaction of Edmund
Burke and the Tories, rather than a balanced historical picture.s Historically,
the sailors of the navy - the celebrated defenders of their island nation were the worst-treated of all of England's servicemen. Their pay had not been
raised since the days of Charles II, though that of the marines aboard the
same ships had recently been increased. What pay they did earn was often
withheld until they were forced to sell their rights to it at a miserable
discount to the "sharks" ashore, leaving their families destitute. When in port,
sailors were not allowed shore leave to visit their families for fear they might
desert. And as they gazed from their ships on the plenty of the land, they
received flour, instead of vegetables, with their preserved meats. Of what
rations they did receive, the pursers of the ships retained two ounces of every
pound for themselves. When they were sick or wounded, the sailors received
inadequate medical treatment. Men disabled by wounds were removed from
the payroll as no longer fit for duty.
Sailors were forced into the service by press gangs, and they were often
punished cruelly with the cat-o'-nine-tails. But these were not the major
grievances in the Channel fleet mutiny which erupted at Spithead after
repeated petitions of the crews had been ignored: the sailors demanded only
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fair treatment in pay, rations, shore leave, medical care, and invalid pay.
Theirs was the most perfectly planned and executed mutiny in history,
characterized by modesty, dignity, determination, and rigid discipline, though
the red flag used to call Delegates' conferences was misinterpreted by some
onlookers ashore as a symbol of sinister intentions. Essentially the only
disorders were caused by a few admirals, who handled themselves with far less
tact and wisdom than were exhibited by the sailors. The mutiny was a
complete success, and the victory of the sailors was hailed by the British
people (and, privately, by many of the ships' officers).
The sailors at the Nore mutinied in sympathy with the "Breeze at
Spithead," but their support was unwanted, ill-conceived, and ill-fated. They
were not the organized, disciplined seamen of an operating fleet but an
almost random assortment of sailors, "quota men" (raised by levying quotas
on the various regions of the country), and the kind of unsavory ruffians
mentioned in leaf 98 of Billy Budd. They mutinied too late to aid the cause,
and their help was not needed; they were unsure of what they wanted and
improvised demands; they did not secure the support of their countrymen;
and they made the mistake of revealing the names of their leaders. It would
not have required much more than token recognition of their manifestations
to quell the mutiny, but the lords of the admiralty, their pride injured by the
total capitulation which had been forced from them by the Channel fleet,
eagerly seized the opportunity to humiliate them. Contrary to the statement
in leaf 56 of Billy Budd, they refused to arbitrate or even to speak with the
mutineers, while awaiting the inevitable collapse of the movement. When that
came, they happily flogged, imprisoned, and executed scores of the leaders as
examples to the rest of "the people" of the navy.
There was some violence at the Nore, again caused largely by the arrogance
and intransigence of the authorities. There was some popular fear of the
sailors, who unwisely alarmed the public by blockading the river route to
London. And their demands, such as their insistence that sailors be appointed
to courts-martial which tried sailors, were thought by the admiralty to be
subversive. (Had one of "the people" been on the court which tried Billy
Budd, for instance, the officer of marines would not have had to say, in a
tone of suggestive dubiety, "Nobody is present - none of the ship's
company, I mean - who might shed lateral light, if any is to be had, upon
what remains mysterious in this matter" [leaf 258]. And Billy might well have
been acquitted.) However, though the Nore mutiny was generally viewed with
disapprobation it was not without sympathizers: Douglas Jerrold's play The
Mutiny at the Nore, which Melville borrowed from a library, adopts a
sympathetic attitude toward the mutineers and treats their opponents
harshly. After a nervous investigation of the affair, even the admiralty
concluded that it was not fomented by foFeign subversion.
This brief summary suggests the radical disparity between the historical
facts and the thrust of the narrator's remarks in chapter 3 of Billy Budd. But
the central point at issue is a slightly different one - whether or not the
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mutinies threatened the security of England. The historical fact is that they
did not. The sailors at both bases insisted from the beginning that should the
French fleet leave Brest, they would return to duty instantly, fight the
enemy, and resume the mutiny after they had won a victory. The sailors at
the Nore marked the king's birthday with a patriotic celebration during which
they flew the national colors and played martial music, and those at Spithead
stated in their petition to the admiralty that "we should endure double the
hardships we have hitherto experienced, before we would suffer the crown of
England to be the least imposed upon by that of any power in the world. "9
Thus in neither case does the narrative conform to the actual situation of
1797, and the hanging of Billy Budd cannot be justified in terms of the
exigencies of that moment in history. But to say this is to say nothing about
Melville's personal views. If the narrator's version of the Great Mutiny is
Burke's overly fearful view, for example, we are not justified in assuming that
Melville disagreed with him. In short, we are faced with the classical problem
of irony: the author must provide some means - some key - to inform the
reader that his narrator is speaking ironically. And so Melville did.
The key to his ironic intent in the passages about the Great Mutiny is
contained in this statement:
In a crisis when the kingdom might well have anticipated the famous
signal that some years later published along the naval line of battle what
it was that upon occasion England expected of Englishmen; that was
the time when at the mastheads of the three-deckers and seventy-fours
moored in her own roadstead - a fleet the right arm of a power then
all but the sole free conservative one of the Old World - the
bluejackets, to be numbered by thousands, ran up with huzzas the
British colors with the union and cross wiped out; by that cancellation
transmuting the flag of founded law and freedom defined, into the
enemy's red meteor of unbridled and unbounded revolt. [Leaves S) and
52.]
An anomaly is located in the descriptions of the two flags.1o The phrase "the
British colors" invites the reader to think of the best-known emblem of the
nation - the Union flag- which in 1797 looked as it does today except for
the absence of the Irish Cross of St. Patrick. Then, it exhibited the crosses of
St. George and St. Andrew in combinations of red and white against a blue
field. But that cannot be the banner to which the passage refers, because after
the crosses had been wiped out a blue field would have remained - rather
than a red - and because the design of the flag itself is what is known as the
union.
The narrator must refer, then, to one of the three naval ensigns in use at
the time, the red, the white, and the blue. Because each warship would have
carried all three in its color chest, the mutinous sailors could have selected the
red for disfigurement. But while all three ensigns included a union in the
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British Un io n Flag

British whi te naval ensig n of 1797

or " King's Colors' ' of 1797

British red naval ensign

Melville's "British colors"

or " Me teor Flag" o f 1797

F re nch Oag o f 1797

Melville's ''red me teor'' of revolt

THEFLAGSOF BULY BUDD

upper corner next to the staff, only the white contained a Cross of St. George
(which resembles the conventional Christian cross) in red in its field. If the
mutineers were to wipe out the union and the cross of the white ensign,
however, a pure white banner would remain. Further, to make a "red
meteor" of the red ensign, the sailors need only have wiped out the union,
since no cross appeared in its field. Melville did not blunder into this error; he
planned it. His earlier wording of the passage stated only that the union was
wiped out, which would have avoided the error by having the mutineers work
their transformation on the historical red ensign. He added the words "and
cross" later, thereby revising the passage to make it untrue to historical fact.
In this pattern of symbols, synthetic rather than historical, the red
background must refer to the English tars as the "enemy," since the red flag
was not the banner of the French Revolution, the historical enemy. Instead,
the "enemy" must be the English sailor, dominated by constituted authority,
as symbolized by the union or "King's colors," and by the church establishment, as symbolized by the cross. In the action of Billy Budd, the meaning of
these two superimposed devices is dramatized by the sworded officers
standing over the sailors at the guns and by the chaplain's ministrations and
the ship's band playing hymns - lending "the sanction of the religion of the
meek to that which practically is the abrogation of everything but brute
Force" {leaf 312). These are the institutions against which "the people"
mutinied, throwing off the symbols of secular and ecclesiastical oppression to
liberate the red "heart" color of the sailor, Melville's natural man and the
"barbarian" of Billy Budd.
There is no reasonable way to explain this deception as an unintentional
mistake. That it was intentional is confirmed by a similar deception in
"Benito Cereno," written when Melville was much younger. In the shaving
scene aboard the San Dominick, the Spanish royal standard of 1799 is
described with an alteration in the arms of Castile and Leon. In those of
Castile, a castle is superimposed on a red field, symbolizing in the context of
the story the subjugation of the natural man, the "barbarian," by the
privilege of aristocracy and the power of empire; in those of Leon, a red lion
on a white field symbolizes the aroused rebelliousness of that natural man.
The color red assumes the same significance as in Billy Budd, a meaning
similar to the "nature" and "heart" qualities of Hawthorne's scarlet letter.
Melville's alteration repositioned the two arms. In the historical standard, the
castle and lion devices appear side by side, as though dwelling together in
amity, while in the flag of "Benito Cereno," the two arms are diagonal to one
another, as though in warring opposition. Thus in revising the British colors in
Billy Budd, Melville simply returned to a technique which he had employed
decades earlier.
A similarly obscure pattern of irony surrounds the ancestry of Captain
Vere. The story specifies that he is a lineal descendant of two important
figures of the English Civil War period, Thomas Baron Fairfax of Cameron
and his wife, Anne Vere Fairfax, the "Fairfax and the starry Vere" of the
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Marvell poem quoted in leaf 80. But the narrator errs in claiming that Fairfax
fought in the German wars when he did not: the general who did was Sir
Horace Vere, the Cavalier father of "the starry Vere." The effect of this error
is to confuse the identities of Fairfax and General Vere. Further confusion
stems from the fact that the Vere family name could have been transmitted
to the captain of the Bellipotent only through a male ancestor bearing that
name and not through the Fairfaxes. But as Melville wrote in another
context, "It is not the purpose of literature to purvey news. For news,
consult the Almanach de Gotha."ll
The reason for introducing this confusion - necessarily intentional
because of the obscurity of its elements - lies in the differing characters of
General Fairfax and General Vere, for Captain Vere is a logical descendant of
the latter but not of the former. Fairfax was a Roundhead cavalryman, not a
king's man like General Vere. As Lord General of the Parliamentary army, he
exhibited the slapdash gallantry of Admiral Nelson rather than the prudence
of Captain Vere. Efficient and precise in his planning, Fairfax was fiercely
heroic in battle and chivalrous at the battle's end. And his men followed him
enthusiastically. In contrast to Captain Vere's prosaic nature, Fairfax was a
practising poet who translated psalms and wrote lyrics. But the most telling
contrast lies in the fact that Fairfax showed a markedly different spirit in
presiding over the judges who tried Charles I from that demonstrated by
Captain Vere at Billy's trial. When he became convinced that the king's
execution was intended, Fairfax courageously withdrew from the court with
the strident public support of "the starry Vere." Thus the "discipline severe"
of the Fairfaxes, who united the masculine "cool head" with the feminine
"warm heart" in human nature (leaf 270), was qualified by those merciful
considerations which are foreign to Captain Vere. And since Captain Vere
distrusts his feminine heart, Melville reversed the family names of Anne Vere
Fairfax in his, Edward Fairfax Vere.l2 Were the reader to confuse Fairfax
with General Vere as the narrator invites him to do, this irony would be lost.
Some additional name·play was unfortunately abandoned when a late
revision changed two of the three ship·names, Rights-of·Man, Indomitable,
and Directory. The sources of these names are passages in James's Naval
History near the account of the Great Mutiny. In the Brest fleet which
attempted unsuccessfully to invade Ireland at the beginning of 1797, two
flagships were named Droits-de·I'Homme and lndomptable, in translation
"rights.af·man" and "indomitable."l3 In a famous incident the Droits-deI'Homme drifted onto a lee shore near the "narrow seas" west of England
with great loss of life after an encounter with an English warship, thus
suggesting some of the story elements of Billy Budd.l4 The name of the
Directory was appropriated from the English line·of·battle ship Director, the
crew of which put Captain William Bligh, whose harsh discipline had caused
the famous mutiny aboard the Bounty, ashore during the Nore mutiny. The
fact that Melville named his two English ships after French ships and his
French ship after an English ship would have made the point once again that
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nationality is unimportant to the story: in the case of the warships, we "the
people" are pressed into service in this man-of-war world, whether we will or
no, and the flag under which we are forced to fight has little significance. But
in the end Melville found reasons to use other names for the two warships,
not the least of which is that Bellipotent is as tonguetying and unpoetic a
name as an author could wish, one for which there is no satisfactory
pronunciation.
To turn to the largest single block of errors in the work, it is significant
that in the legal framework of Billy's trial, every detail is wrong. It is
incredible to imagine that Melville would have dramatized the court-martial
without doing any research on the subject, and it is probable that he knew a
great deal about it. Further, the perfect consistency of his errors supports the
likelihood that he introduced them knowingly. Billy is tried under army or
landsmen's law aboard a landsmen's ship rather than under the law of the
navy. A drumhead court is an army court (H-S, p. 175) and the Mutiny Act is
an army statute (H-S, p. 181). In Billy's trial, the marine officer is improperly
appointed to the court and is thereafter called "the soldier" (leaf 258).
Captain Vere has the appearance of a landsman (leaves 75 to 77),just as the
dead master-at-arms, who had not been long at sea, would customarily have
worn civilian clothes. In his instructions to the court, Vere gives the authority
of the king ashore precedence over the sea-authority of nature, "the element
where we move and have our being as sailors" {leaf 268). Thus through the
narrator's systematic substitution of army for navy justice and through other
pointed analogies between the Bellipotent and the land, the impressment of
Billy from a sailors' ship to "Cain's city" {leaf 45) represents a forced and
fatal removal of the Handsome Sailor from his proper element to the
landsmen's hostile world.
Thus, the narrator tampers with historical fact, not only in these instances
but also in others. Was Peter the Great ever referred to as "Peter the
Barbarian" {leaf 242)? Was Nelson dressed in "priestly" garb at the Battle of
Trafalgar {leaf 66)? Did Admiral Collingwood exercise bad judgment in failing
to obey Nelson's order to anchor after the battle {leaf 64)? In each case,
investigation reveals a serious discrepancy between the fact as given in Billy
Budd and the truth of history. However convincing the verisimilitude of the
story may be, it has no historical foundation at all.
It is apparent that Melville's intention was quite different from that
normally attributed to him. He did not write history but anti-history in the
guise of documentary narrative, a conscious disavowal of the literalists who
dedicate themselves to "actual men and events." Taken historically, as it is
ordinarily taken, the story appears to play off the lingering effects of
disloyalty and subversion in the English navy against the imminent danger of
an encounter with the French revolutionary navy. Billy Budd thus becomes
an almost inevitable victim of this concatenation of events. But read in terms
of its ironic inside narrative, the anti-historical plot becomes symbolic and
universal. The warship is a microcosm of organized society, and the sea it sails
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is civilization. Men are forced to serve aboard this ship as the involuntary
pawns of its leaders and its church. Protest is mutiny, loyalty is war, and evil
is authority: the virtuous man eventually suffers the mortal penalty for his
virtue. The setting is, then, all times and all places.

II
Not all of the factual errors in Billy Budd have to do with history,
however. Literal, superficial minds of the order of Captain Vere's cling
resolutely to actualities of all sorts, the "thing conveyed" rather than the
"vehicle." Hence the target of the narrator's irony is the entire order of fact,
particularly those areas which are associated with Melville's special interests in
the sea, in poetry, and in color and form.
A commonplace of nature suffers distortion in the rainbow metaphor on
leaf 236. Here, as Vere reacts to Claggart's death, the surgeon suspects him of
madness. But the surgeon is a literalist, too: he cannot make distinctions
where humane subtleties are involved. The following passage suggests this:
Who in the rainbow can draw the line where the violet tint ends and the
orange tint begins? Distinctly we see the difference of the colors, but
where exactly does the one frrst blendingly enter into the other? So
with sanity and insanity. [Leaf 236.]
But violet cannot blend into orange in a rainbow or anywhere else.
The colors of the spectrum of light appear in the following sequence: red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet. By foreshortening the spectrum and
deleting the several colors which properly occupy the center, the narrator has
created a preposterous rainbow which seems at frrst to contain only red,
orange, and violet. This is particularly significant because these are also the
three basic symbolic colors of Billy Budd. As we have seen, red, which appears
in the mutineers' flag and in the names of two rough seamen, Red Whiskers
and Red Pepper, is the color of the sailors. In his immaturity, "Baby" Budd
has not yet achieved this "heart" color to the full although it is incipient in
him. The red of the rose shows through his tanned skin (leaves 35 and 136),
and he is called a "ruddy-tipped daisy" {leaf 207). Orange, which is only half
red, is the color to which his hand has been dyed by repeated immersion
in the ship's tar buckets {leaf 38). At the other end of the spectrum, violet or
muddy purple is associated with Claggart, the master-at-arms: it is the color
of his hypnotic eyes as they look accusingly into Billy's {leaves 179, 180,
213, and 222). Therefore, one end of the rainbow represents nature, animal
spirits, frankness, the heart, and good- the qualities of the sailor- while the
other end represents those qualities which are associated with Claggart,
"civilization," prudery, deceitfulness, the head, and evil. At this point, what
lies between them is unknown.
Billy and Claggart are placed in a similar figurative position in chapter 11
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when the narrator says of the master-at-arms, "To pass from a normal nature
to him one must cross 'the deadly space between'" (leaf 126).15 On one side
of this deadly space, Billy's nature is clearly normal, while on the other
Claggart's is abnormal - or mad. We have, then, two metaphors which
concern madness rather than one. Equating the two, red and orange equal
sanity, violet equals madness, and the space between equals peril.
That space is the crux and the difficulty of the color symbolism, for we
cannot see in our minds' eyes what phenomenon might occur at the boundary
between orange and violet. If the two colors cannot blend, something must lie
between them and that something must be associated with Vere and with
danger. But the narrator gives us a shade which represents Vere, the fog-gray
of his eyes (leaf 213). Are we not justified then in visualizing a rainbow which
contains red, orange, gray (the deadly space between), and violet? If so, and if
Billy represents good and Claggart evil in this moral spectrum, then Vere's
gray is the obscure, deadly area of fog between the two where moral values
are ignored and the arbitrary law of the shore becomes the principle which
allows an avenging angel to be hung.
As is his custom, the narrator gives the reader an index to his irony and a
warning of his method in the paragraph immediately following:
Whether Captain Vere, as the surgeon professionally and privately
surmised, was really the sudden victim of any degree of aberration,
every one must determine for himself by such light as this narrative
may afford. [Leaf 237 .]

This challenge to the reader is a bit of comedy, for he has been guided by the
"light" of the moral spectrum which the narrative has just afforded.
The words "fog" and '~smoke" recur often enough in Billy Budd to alert
the reader to their thematic significance. Indeed, one of the clearest, most
explicit narrative pranks involves fog, and, being explicit, it communicates
with precision the narrator's attitude toward Vere and his handling of Billy's
case. In order to explain the haste with which Billy is tried and the
controversial means through which Vere assures his conviction, a "writer
whom few know" uses this nautical metaphor: ''The greater the fog the more
it imperils the steamer, and speed is put on though at the hazard of running
somebody down" {leaves 282 and 283). Here the reader has an opportunity
to compare the irony of the inside narrative with a passage in one of Melville's
outside narratives, Redburn:
So dense is the fog, that though we have a fair wind, we shorten sail for
fear of accidents; and not only that, but here -am I, poor Wellingborough, mounted aloft on a sort of belfry, the .top of the "SampsonPost," a lofty tower of timber, so called; and tolling the ship's bell, as if
for a funeral. [Ch. 20.]
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Which course of action should a wise commander follow in a fog - or in a
court-martial? Should he plunge ahead or exercise caution?
To a sailor like Melville the answer is obvious. During his years before the
mast, it was the practice for captains to slow their speed in a fog and sound
warning signals, since a collision imperils a reckless ship and its victim equally.
In fact, the danger to the former is greater because of the added risk of
running upon a rock or a shoal, the philosophical implications of which
Melville explored in his poem "The Admiral of the White." Significantly,
these prudent customs were codified into international law by the Washington Conference of 1889, during the writing of Billy Budd. Therefore, far
from quoting the ''writer" to justify Vere's actions, the narrator does so to
show that those actions are imprudent and unsanctioned.
Again, the narrator clinches his deception with a dry joke: "Little ween
the snug card players in the cabin of the responsibilities of the sleepless man
on the bridge." The point is not that the gamesters undervalue the captain's
responsibilities, but that they do not know how irresponsibly he is carrying
them out. If they were aware that the man to whom they entrust their safety
is propelling them along recklessly toward unseen dangers, they would
understand for what stakes they are playing.
Three rather broad jokes - two of them involving eighteenth-century sea
lore - place Billy, Vere, and the king in relationship with one another. The
first is concealed in this passage: "Captain Vere had from the beginning
deemed Billy Budd to be what in the naval parlance of the time was called a
'King's bargain': that is to say, for his Britannic Majesty's navy a capital
investment at small outlay or none at all" {leaves 210 and 211). Again the
narrator has juggled army and navy terminology. The correct phrase in the
British army parlance of the time was a "King's bad bargain," a worthless
soldier on whom the recruiting officer's shilling had been wasted. Somewhat
later, the expression found its way into navy use as a "King's hard bargain," a
phrase which recurs time and again in the naval fiction and memoirs of the
earlier nineteenth century. Around the middle of that century, it apparently
expanded to a King's good or bad bargain, but the narrator specifies that the
usage he intends is that of 1797.16
The point made by this double misusage is that Billy is indeed a bad
bargain for the king and his captain, in the sense that the qualities of natural
leadership and virtue which he embodies are proofs that the cat-o' -nine-tails
and the yardarm are not the best means of controlling a spirited crew, that
what a wicked master-at-arms and a ruthless captain can barely accomplish on
the Bellipotent - using all of the brutality and cunning allowed them by
tradition and law - can be achieved spontaneously by a Handsome Sailor
aboard the Rights-of-Man. Vere's self-protective response to the challenge of
this "capital investment" is capital punishment. Taking the full quotation
into accou?t~ Vere dee.med Billy to be a hard bargain from the beginning;
perhaps th1s 1s why he mtended to bring this "signal" figure "under his own
observation" {leaf 209).
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Another example of the misuse of nautical phraseology occurs when a
fellow captain discusses Vere:
"Vere is a noble fellow, Starry Vere. 'Spite the gazettes, Sir Horatio ...
is at bottom scarce a better seaman or fighter. But between you and me
now, don't you think there is a queer streak of the pedantic running
through him? Yes, like the King's yarn in a coil of navy rope?" [Leaf
86.)
The phrase "King's yarn" has gained a modicum of acceptance among readers
since the publication of Billy Budd, obscuring the fact that this work is its
only known source.l 7 The British navy had long before 1797 begun weaving
a distinctively colored yarn into its rope in order to discourage theft, and for
this reason the odd strand was invariably termed the "rogue's yarn." In the
story, the narrator simply substitutes the word "King" for the word "rogue,"
linking the two words so that the idea of a king will be equated with the idea
of a rogue at every subsequent mention. As for Vere, his pedantry is
associated unequivocally with roguery, though there is only a strand of it in
his makeup. The reader is warned that whenever he speaks pedantically,
particularly about his king, he is speaking as a rogue.
Vere does speak pedantically about his king in one crucial address to the
court, in which he demands that the elements of good and evil in Billy's case
be ignored:
"How can we adjudge to summary and shameful death a fellow creature
innocent before God, and whom we feel to be so?- Does that state it
aright? You sign sad assent. Well, I too feel that, the full force of that.
It is Nature. But do these buttons that we wear attest that our aile·
giance is to Nature? No, to the King. Though the ocean, which is inviolate
Nature primeval, though this be the element where we move and have
our being as sailors, yet as the King's officers lies our duty in a sphere
correspondingly natural? So little is that true, that in receiving our
commissions we in the most important regards ceased to be natural
free agents." [Leaves 267 and 268.]
This speech almost gives itself away without the satirical allusion it contains.
Vere's trope is most damaging to his own argument, since it speaks of God's
law in terms of nature and the mighty ocean, and the king's law in terms of
buttons, loading the alternative in favor of God. Further, the corporate irres·
ponsibility which he advocates has too often excused the most atrocious of
inhumanities. Yet the argument has not, on the face of it, convinced all
readers that Vere is wrong.
Nor would it, had not the narrator armed the passage with a concealed
joke. In view of the fact that the king ~t ~e time of the st,ory was ?eo~ge ~II,
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pulses and practices, his war-plagued reign, his frequent disdain of the welfare
of his people, and his periods of madness made him all too often an object of
the rage and ridicule of the London crowds and of the most articulate orators
of the nation. In 1770 it became an article of ridicule among the public that
one of his hobbies was making buttons on a lathe and among the political
opposition that he did so when he should have been attending to affairs of
state. In one of many contemporary caricatures, he is showing his buttons to
a group of noblemen while a remonstrance brought by representatives of the
city goes unheeded: he remarks with irritation, "I cannot attend to your
remonstrance! Do you not see that I have been employed in business of much
more consequence?" At the same time one of the noblemen remarks, "Not a
prince in Europe can make such buttons."18 George was thereafter nicknamed "The Button Maker." Thus in Vere's speech the buttons he and the
officers of the court wear, which represent the course of justice which he
charts, carry the same significance of irresponsibility and arrogance as the
fiddle on which Nero was supposed to have played while Rome burned.
Even minor errors, always excluding those inconsistencies which stem
from the fact that Melville had no time to make fair copy revisions in his
manuscript before he died, make sense in terms of the narrator's confidence
game. For example, take the passage in which he likens Billy to some
barbarians, young men probably, and picked specimens among the
earlier British converts to Christianity, at least nominally such, taken
to Rome (as today converts from lesser isles of the sea may be taken
to London), of whom the Pope of that time, admiring the strangeness
of their personal beauty so unlike the Italian stamp, their clear ruddy
complexion and curled flaxen locks, exclaimed, "Angles" (meaning
English, the modem derivative), "Angles, do you call them? And is it
because they look so like angels?" Had it been later in time, one would
think that the Pope had in mind Fra Angelico's seraphs .... [Leaves
307 and 308.]
If the incident related in this tortured prose is not apocryphal, Gregory I
actually coined his pun when he was an abbot rather than pope. However, the
narrator has altered the story in not one but two details. In the actual incident, these young men were converts to Christianity in the same sense that
Billy Budd is a convert to the world of the Bellipotent: they had been brought
to Rome to be sold as slaves. Misrepresenting this fact and elevating Gregory
anachronistically to the papacy, the narrator parallels the incident with Billy's
seizure by Vere's press gang. The accompanying allusion to "Fra Angelico's
seraphs" accomplishes a similar purpose. The words "angel," "Angelico,"
and "seraphs" associate the captives with the "angel of God" who is captured by the king's forces, subordinated to the king's evil master-at-arms,
and then executed, all in the interest of defeating the Atheist. An angel has
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no chance against the power of a pope or a king who confuses war with religion, religion with war, and slavery with salvation.
Two misquotations of poems also deserve notice, since the narrator uses
both for titles of chapters and since one of them has been "corrected" in
both recent editions of the work.19 The narrator changes Tennyson's description of Nelson as the "greatest sailor since our world began" to read the
"greatest sailor since the world began." But if we are impressed into it, "the"
man-of-war world is not "our" world. Similarly, he altered Milton's line from
Paradise Lost, "Thrice chang'd with pale, ire, envy and despair," to read "pale
ire, envy, and despair." Milton meant that each of these three passions
brought a wave of pallor to Satan's visage, but as applied to the master-atarms the quotation means something quite different: the "ire, envy, and despair" are each pale or bloodless. That is, the passions are of the cold intellect rather than of the warm heart.
The policy of "correcting" Billy Budd by emending the narrator's supposed errors has been particularly unfortunate, since the Hayford-Sealts
edition opens the possibility that scholarship may one day produce a nearly
or wholly dependable text of the work. Acting on the assumption that the
story is supposed to be factually accurate, editors have altered a number of
manuscript readings. Although in his conservative revisions of the HayfordSealts reading text Milton R. Stern has returned certain passages to their
original wording, both editions make at least some emendations of this type.
In one notable case, the change in both editions of the name of England's
naval historian from the narrator's "G.P.R. James" to "William James"
{which is historically correct) the inadivisability of this practice is apparent.
This is the passage as Melville wrote it, quoting the Hayford-Sealts text
with their emendation removed:
Such an episode in the Island's grand naval story her naval historians
naturally abridge, one of them (G.P.R. James) candidly acknowledging
that fain would he pass it [the Great Mutiny] over did not "impartiality forbid fastidiousness." [Leaf 53.]
Lawrance Thompson explained the significance of the error logically, if perhaps too confidently, as follows:
Obviously, Melville had in front of him the evidence which could have
kept him from the accidental mistake of thinking that the celebrated
novelist G.P.R. James was one and the same as the celebrated naval historian William James. What gain could Melville have made by pretending to stumble into this mistake? Possibly the gain of a sly joke: because the naval historian also wrote his story from the "inside" viewpoint of the Admiralty, he might be described more accurately as a fiction writer than as a historian.2o
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In rejecting this explanation, Hayford and Sealts state that "study of the
growth of the manuscript suggests that Melville's mistake was simply an unintentional oversight, one occurring several years after he had briefly consulted the Naval History at a library" {p. 147).
At present there is no way of ascertaining whether Melville really did
consult James only briefly several years before inscribing the wrong name in
his manuscript or whether he had volume II of the work before him, though
there is no reason to question his familiarity with it: a brief section (pages 12
through 75) is a treasury of materials which he used one way or another in
Billy Budd. But the evidence is weighted on the side of Thompson's
explanation. The two Jameses were indeed prominent in their respective
fields, and Melville would have been unlikely to confuse them. He had a clear
idea of who James the novelist was and may have known him personally. The
work of James the historian was - and still is - an historical if nationalistic
monument to its subject matter - matter in which Melville was keenly
interested. And Hayford and Sealts seem to have misinterpreted the growth
of this passage in their genetic text: the fact that both "James" and "G.P.R."
are revisions added separately, in that order, to the passage suggests that they
are intentional signals to the reader, the first to advise him of who it is that is
being criticized and the second, an afterthought, to introduce the "sly joke"
which Thompson discovered. Surely the additions are difficult to explain
otherwise, since they contribute nothing else to the fiction and since they are
distracting. And finally, Thompson's explanation is consistent with the
confidence man tricks discussed in this essay. In view of these tricks, it is
clear that all textual emendations to Billy Budd made in the sole interest of
factual accuracy are unwarranted.
Perhaps this study has presented enough instances of deception, many of
them unambiguous, and a sufficient variety of them to "show why we should
believe that Melville used his narrator for 'sinister purposes of burlesque and
ridicule:" Taken in isolation, some of the examples might seem forced or
explicable in other ways. But others are so clearly deceptive and so obvious in
their intention that they scarcely admit challenge. In some cases the genetic
text reveals the exact compositional process through which canards took
shape. In others, the errors either have a precedent in Melville's fiction {the
flags) or they belong in an area of knowledge in which he was particularly
interested (sea lore, poetry, and colors). Above all, his intention is confrrmed
by the marvelous consistency with which fact is subverted. One might be
more cautious in this claim had only random portions of the factual
substructure been mishandled. But disregarding allusions, which belong to a
different order of fact in the sense that the narrative does not rest directly
upon them, and common "housekeeping" details, such as the time of day and
the location of a mast, every actuality has been tampered with. This is
dangerous ground, to be sure, but the narrator treads it brilliantly.
Therefore, he is not the fool that Thompson took him to be. A fool could
be trusted to blunder into factual truth from time to time, but it requires
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intelligence and wit to sustain a consistent pattern of rather comical fraud
while concealing it beneath a tone of solemn candor. As they stand, these
falsehoods relentlessly challenge the intellect of the reader, just as through its
implications the outer narrative challenges his heart and spirit. Through them,
perceptions which may be attained largely by intuition in a literal reading of
the story are confrrmed in the inside narrative.
The narrator's errors reveal just what kind of governor Vere becomes when
he is forced by circumstances into his pedantic phase. Then he is a despot
who regards his subjects - whose hearts he fears - as the enemy. Confronted
by the complexities which arise within his realm he abandons his customary
prudence: instead of slowing speed and navigating carefully through the fog
of ambiguity, he thrusts ahead at full speed regardless of which of his subjects
he runs down. In his "justice" he disregards God's law and the wisdom of
Holy Writ, which he sees only as useful "forms, measured forms," because he
does not have the poetic imagination needed to grapple with the mysteries of
the "heart." It is easier to administer the lesser statutes of constituted law
and the arbitrary directives of his rogue-king, his button-making monarch.
But the price of clinging to these realities of the "head" is that he becomes a
rogue himself. Once he has committed himself to the comfortable standard of
legality and denied the relevance of good and evil, it is inevitable that he will
hang an angel for the crime of destroying a diabolos.
In other words, he does not govern at all in the true sense of the word, he
commands. And the world which he commands belongs to him and to his
king, not to us. We are impressed into that world and flogged into fighting the
most senseless of all wars: the battle of one godless warship against another.
As the narrator notes, the Atheist is the aptest name ever given to a
man-of-war (leaf 336).

III
This essay began with a consideration of Captain Vere's reading preferences in order to show that the narrator does not believe that actualities
constitute an adequate philosophical basis for the government of this world.
But one of Vere's literary predilections remains to be considered, the
"unconventional writers like Montaigne, who, free from cant and convention,
honestly and in the spirit of common sense philosophize upon realities."
Since Melville himself was a reader of Montaigne, did he not mean to reserve
some praise for Vere, in this passage at least? Or is it yet another trick?
Although he admired Montaigne, Melville believed that there is a "right
meaning" in his works which can be understood only by a select group of
perceptive readers, just as he intended that the right meaning of Billy Budd be
concealed.21 Even though Vere reads the philosopher, he may not know the
right meaning of what he reads.
What is that meaning? The answer is suggested by two books which are
mentioned early in Billy Budd (in leaf 27). The first is Edmund Burke's
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Reflections on the Revolution in France, which delighted George III by
arguing that the peace of the world and the true welfare of mankind depend
upon the supremacy of an hereditary monarchy and an established church.
This is Vere's belief, one which demands inquisitorial discipline among men.
The second is Thomas Paine's Rights of Man, which challenged Burke by
arguing that people have certain natural rights which must be respected. If
they were, Billy Budd argues, Billy's natural leadership would become
dominant and true harmony among men would be achieved. Paine also wrote
Common Sense, the great tract of the American Revolution in which he
denounced hereditary monarchy and called for the establishment of a
republic in the American states. In other words, he justified "mutiny" as the
"common sense" method of redressing persistent wrongs. So when Montaigne
philosophizes on realities in the spirit of common sense, he does so in the
spirit of Common Sense. This concealed reference, so similar to other
word-games in Billy Budd, points to the right meaning which Melville found
and Vere overlooked in Montaigne.
It also points toward a somewhat different view of the "political" conflict
in the story from that which is commonly understood. In the fictional (but
not historical) background, Vere's enemy is more than the French Revolution
alone. He received his promotion to post-captain not only because of his
aristocratic station but also because of his gallantry in the American
Revolution on what would, from an American point of view, have been the
side opposed to the rights of man. At the time he was serving under a
notorious reactionary, Admiral Rodney, when Rodney punished the French
fleet whose support had allowed Washington to win his final victory at
Yorktown. Not only that, but Vere's stance throughout the story is as much
opposed to the principles of the American Revolution as it is to those of the
French. Thus if the Great Mutiny is comparable in his mind to the storming
of the Bastille, it is equally comparable to the Boston Tea Party.
This is the ultimate irony of Billy Budd. Despite its deceptive setting, it is
really about America, or rather about the principles on which the United
States was founded. Had Melville chosen the more obvious tactic to remind
his late nineteenth-century readers that their country was born of revolution
rather than of entrenched reaction, had Vere hung Billy out of fear of the
waves of reform set in motion by the Declaration of Independence, then the
American audience would have condemned the execution without so much as
considering the principles involved. But Melville sensed that his countrymen
had grown timid about blows struck for human rights, celebrating their own
while condemning those of others. The rights of man had become a loose-fish,
a ~tional cliche rather than a universal principle: the blood of a British
soldier shed at Concord bridge was transubstantiated by unthinking patriotism into the wine of freedom, while the blood of a French aristocrat shed on
a Paris scaffold was regarded fearfully as a stain on the conscience of the
human race. Thus by setting the action of Billy Budd aboard a British warship
which is supposedly fighting against the regicide threat of French republican102

ism, Melville appealed perversely to the inherent conservatism of his readers,
even though the spirit of revolution which the French spread through Europe
was born in America. Specifically, he invited them to symphathize with
Vere's doctrinaire dread of change, even though to do so is to deny the
principles on which their own country was founded and to accept a king, a
captive established church, and a hierarchy of corrupt functionaries. Thus
dismally did he view the reactionary point at which Americans had arrived.
But for those readers who decline the gambit, those who abhor Vere's
philosophy and actions because they are inimicable to the whole thrust of
traditional American idealism, the narrator's failure to condemn him openly
is bound to seem as foolish and as perverse as it did to Lawrance Thompson.
It is only when the point of the inside narrative which Melville provided is
understood and the narrator's seeming stupidity is revealed as pungent irony
that the true dimensions of the story can be perceived and the vitality within
the otherwise stifling prose can be felt. Judging from the extraordinary effort
required to penetrate through to that narrative, there can be little doubt that
Melville did not expect the full intention of his story to be available to many
readers.
So difficult is the task that some may never accomplish it, always believing
that the narrator is "a reliable guide to the novel's characters and events"
even in the face of overwhelming evidence that he is not. But this is no more
than Melville must have expected when he wrote this extraordinary novel,
unique in the history of fiction. He must have reconciled himself to the
likelihood that some readers, if not most, would believe that in his last years
he underwent a total reversal of his earlier character, a reversal marked by
intellectual conservatism, emotional mellowness, spiritual contrition, and
artistic debility. But for those who weigh the evidence and recognize the
nature of Melville's deceptions the old man is revealed not as a mild, failing
septuagenarian but as a bright, acerbic, embittered misanthropist, aware of his
own genius and of the unpaid debt of recognition owed him by his society.
This Melville was a romancer who had lingered on into the prosy new age
of realism and pragmatism in which the cry was for fact as ultimate wisdom
and for truth to the surface of things as consummate art, and he thought that
cry execrable. For the age and for its standards - social, political, moral,
religious, and literary - he did not care, maintaining outside of his family
only a few guarded friendships with persons for whom, from the obscurity of
his declining years, he printed an armful of each of his last works. For others
he felt little obligation. If they were gulled by his irony and by their own
assumptions into admiring Captain Vere, so much the worse for them.
The Melville whose terrible revenge has been visited upon readers of Billy
Budd for over five decades was not the meek and chastened old warrior who
"sailed into an extraordinary mildness" in W.H. Auden's sadly mistaken poem
and then took him gently to his grave. That man did not exist. In the inner
narrative of his defiant last work, Melville appears as he really was - a fiery
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genius who kept by his desk a sign which read, "Keep true to the dreams of
thy youth."
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10 In addition to encyclopedic sources, the reader may wish to refer to Flags of the
World, rev. E.M.C. Barraclough (London and New York: Frederick Warne, 1965).
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11 "Preface" to "At the Hostelry,'' Poems (New York: Russell & Russell, 1963), p.
353.
12 The name "Edward" may have been suggested by that of Edward Fairfax, Master
of the Fleet at the Battle of Basque Roads (1809). His perjury during the court-martial
of Lord Gambier, an inept but politically powerful admiral, helped to drive Thomas
Cochrane, one of the most brilliant captains of the navy, into years of exile. Fairfax may
have been suborned by the admiralty. Thomas [Cochrane], Tenth Earl of Dundonald,
The Autobiography of a Seaman (London: Richard Bentley, 1860), I, 403- II, 125.
13 II, 25-31.
14 This battle also appears at the conclusion of Captain Marryat's The King's Own,
which is probably a source of Billy Budd.
15 The source of this phrase is given, and many of its other symbolic extensions are
suggested, in my note "Melville and Thomas Campbell: The 'Deadly Space Between,''
English Language Notes, XIV (June 1977), 289-90.
16 When Hayford and Sealts quoted the most recent usage in an annotation to this
passage (p. 173), their authority was William Henry Smyth, The Sailor's Wordbook
(London: Blackie and Son, 1867). This dictionary is the earliest source of this form of
the saying noted in OED, but OED also notes the form current in 1797. For its earlier
naval use as a "King's hard bargain." see Cochrane, I, 51, Captain [Frederick] Chamier,
Ben Brace, The Last of Nelson's Agammemnons, 2 vols. (Philadelphia: Carey, Lea &
Blanchard, 1836), I, 11, and Captain Marry at, Frank Mildmay; or The Naval Officer, ch.
15.
17 Wilson Heflin discusses this term in "Two Notes on Billy Budd," Extracts, No. 14
(April 1973), 8. In private correspondence, Professor Heflin has confumed the fact that
the phrase "King's yarn" was invented by Melville. A typical usage of the original term is
contained in William Nugent Glascock ["The Authors of the 'Naval Sketch Book',''
pseud.] ,Sailors and Saints; or, Matrimonial Manoeuvers, 3 vols. (London: Henry Colburn,
1829), I~ 111-12. Captain Crank, an old-fashioned sea-martinet, says, "If you want to
rule the seas- you must rule the sailor with a rod of iron- Work-up Jack, as you would
old junk: and the devil's in 't, if you don't draw the 'rogue's yarn' in the end."
18 Thomas Wright, Caricature History of the Georges (New York and London:
Benjamin Blom, 1968), pp. 322-23. A reissue of the 1868 edition.
19 Melville misquoted Tennyson in his title to chapter 4 on leaf 58, then re;eated the
misquotation on leaf 66. On leaf 136 he misquoted Milton in the title to chapter 12. H-s
delete the titles but "correct" leaf 66. MRS retains both titles, "correcting" leaves 58
and 66 and allowing the misquotation in leaf 136 to stand.
20 P. 369.
21 The phrase "the right meaning of Montaigne" appears in White-Jacket, ch. 13. In
his comment on "The Marchioness of Brinvilliers," William Shwr explores this aspect of
Melville's thought:
The artist is also one who plays with his reader or viewer. The wisdom he has
achieved is by nature esoteric. Though all may be allowed to look, not all may
understand. Art may become a private dialogue between the artist and a very
narrow privileged audience, no matter how large and public the setting.
The Mystery of Iniquity; Melville as Poet, 1857- 1891 (Lexington, Kentucky: Univ.
Press of Kentucky, 1972), p. 244. This is one of the most penetrating insights into the
late Melville.
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Announcements
THE HAROLD C. CRAIN AWARD IN PLAYWRITING

"I doubt if any two playwrights go about [writing a play] in the same
way. I don't know exactly what happens, except if you are a
playwright you think and see life in a certain way . ... "
-William Inge
The rules governing the Harold C. Crain Award in Playwriting encourage
the artistic freedom expressed by lnge, since there are no restrictions of
subject matter, theme, or plot. Scripts should be original full-length works
and should be submitted to the address below between September 1 and
November 15 each year. The winner of the competition receives a five
hundred dollar award plus a full production of the play by the San Jose State
University Theatre Arts Department.
The 1977 winner, Novelties, by Richard Dresser successfully opened the
SJSU theater's main season. The Theatre Arts Department is looking
forward to producing the 1978 recipient of this prestigious national award.
For more details, write

Professor Howard Burman
Department of Theatre Arts
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95191

THE FULBRIGHT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

The San Francisco Bay Area and Northwestern regional section of the
Fulbright Alumni Association is compiling a directory of former grantees
under the Fulbright-Hays program of educational exchanges. All former
grantees are requested to send their names and addresses together with
indication of host country, year of award, and type of grant to Professor
Franklin R. Rogers, Department of English, San Jose State University, San
Jose, California 95192.
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Notes on Contributors

Bernard Aresu, an Assistant Professor of French at Rice University, received
his PhD. in Comparative Literature from the University of Washington. He is
a specialist in Maghreb ian literature and has forthcoming articles in Research
in African Literatures and Oeuvres et Critiques (Paris). A native of Algeria, he
is currently completing a book-length study of Kateb Yacine's works.
Lawrence Brewster, an Assistant Professor of Political Science at San Jose
State University, has taught previously at Southern Illinois University and the
California State University, Fullerton. His previous publications include "A
Model for Introspection" in The New Scholar, "In Defense of Privatism" in
Ethics, and "Legitimization of Authority" in The Educational Forum.
Lucha Corpi teaches English as a Second Language to Spanish-speaking
students in the Oakland, California public schools. She moved to the United
States in 1964 and has a B.A. degree in Comparative Literature from the
University of California, Berkeley. A free lance writer, she has published
Fireflight: Three Latin American Poets and "The Poems of Marina" in The
Other Voice. She works with various Chicano organizations to promote and
preserve the culture, language, and literary arts of the Spanish-speaking
people in the San Francisco Bay Area.
To nita Gardner is an elementary school teacher, free lance writer, and
housewife who lives in Great Neck, New York. She has published poetry in
Good Housekeeping, McCall's, and The Wall Street Journal. Her short stories
have appeared in Ellery Queen's Mystery Magazine, Alfred Hitchcock's
Mystery Magazine, Descant, and Redbook.
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Stanton Garner is a Professor of American literature at the University of
Texas at Arlington. A specialist in the works of Harold Frederic, he has
published numerous articles about Frederic and is one of the general editors
of The Harold Frederic Edition published by Texas Christian University Press.
His interest in the sea began at the U.S. Naval Academy where he received a
B.S. in Marine Engineering. He comments: "I served eight years at sea on
destroyers and submarines. Because of the latter experience, I always
sympathize with the whale in Moby Dick."
Marilyn M. Mantay is a housewife, community volunteer, and art gallery
docent in Sacramento, California. After retiring from a career as a licensed
psychologist (15 years in private practice), she began free lance writing. Her
"Letters for January" and "Letters for July" which appeared previously in
San Jose Studies are being considered by Harvard University Press as part of
her novel Dear Marianne.
John Pollock is an Associate Professor of English at San Jose State University,
where he specializes in seventeenth-century English literature. He received his
Ph.D. from the University of California, Davis, where he was a Teaching
Fellow for three years. His previous articles have appeared in English Studies,
Papers on Language & Literature, Seventeenth-Century News, and Notes &
Queries.
Catherina M. Rodriguez-Nieto is a tape librarian at the language laboratory of
the University of California, Berkeley. She has studied at the University of
Panama with a Smith-Mundt Scholarship and at Toulouse, France with a
French Government Assistantship and Fulbright Travel Grant. A specialist in
translating poetry, she has collaborated with Brother Antoninus in translating
"Rose of Solitude" into Spanish and with Lucha Corpi, Elsie Alvarado de
Ricord, and Concha Michel in translating their poems into English.
James L. Wheeler is an Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature at San
Diego State University. He has also taught at the University of San Diego and
has a Ph.D. from the University of California at Los Angeles.
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